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Abstract

The main objective ofthis project is to help improve Japanese students'

proficiency in English by analyzing problems prevalentin Japanese English education

and by introducing teaching units that can compensate forthe problems.
Because ofthe implementationofthe grammar-translation method,English

teachersin Japan mainly focus on reading and grammar skills. College entrance
examinations play a big role in sustainingthe current English teaching method in Japan.
Since the college entrance examsfocus on multiple choice questions aboutgrammarthat

require directtranslation into Japanese,it is necessary forJapanese students to study
grammarto passthe college entrance test. Due to this type ofexamination,by the time

they graduatefrom high school,Japanese students'listening and speaking skills are

relatively pooreven after six years ofstudying English. The main focusin the teaching
units isto feature social ftmctions oflanguage,present authentic contexts and materials,
encourage cooperative language learning methods,and facilitate affective education. By

introducing these new methodsinto the currentEnglish teaching practicesin Japan,
English classrooms can become more vital,leading students to feel motivated,and to
involve themselves more vigorously in classroom activities. The classroom climate will

become apositive onefor students,and they canimprovetheir overall English
performance.
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CHAPTER ONE:

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Introduction

The Role ofEnglish in Modern Japan

Among the many foreign languages popular in Japan,English is the mostfamiliar

language to all Japanese because itis mandatory beginning atthejunior high school level.

By the time people finish high school,mostofthem have studied English for six years. In
spite ofthisfact,the percentage ofpeople who can carry on a basic conversation in English
is quite small(Helgesen,1987,p.207).

Fluency in aforeign language in Japan is a big advantage when obtaining ajob.
More and more companies requirejob applicants to have special skills which differentiate

them from other potential employees. Companies will welcome the applicant who isfluent

in aforeign language. Thisis especially true for international companies doing business in

Japan or Japanese companies which do businesswith foreign countries. Mostcompanies
who do business internationally prefer employeesto know English so thatthey can
communicate with colleagues whocome front overseas headquarters. Asa result,more
and more people wantto learn and acquire English for a better career. The more

Competitive the class ofjob applicants—for example,women who wantto be employed as

more than office help the more the applicantseeksEnglish fluency as an employment

advantage. According to asurvey conducted among women between 18 and 25 years of
age,65 percent said they can notspeak English,although 90percent aspired to be able to

speak English fluently(Kokusai Bunka Kyoiku Center,1991). Furthermore,62percentof

those who answered the question said they want to study abroad to acquire English
(Kokusai Bunka Kyoiku Center, 1991). In fact,60,000 Japanese people study abroad
annually. Ofthese 60,000,35,000 are actually studying English or^e studying in an
English-speaking setting(Sakae,1991).

Because few people are fluent English speakers after attending secondary schools,
many Japanese go to private English schools to improve English conversational skills.

These are very popular(Helgesen,1987)- the total number ofEnglish schools in Japan is
said to be over 20,000(Kokusai Bunka Kyoiku Center, 1991). In general,more and more
people wantto leam English because English is a key to determining a person's
successful future in Japan.

The Organization ofSchooling in Japan

In Japan,most people depend on formal schooling to learn English. English
teaching starts when students enter theseventh grade and continues through the twelfth

grade. English becomes a mandatory subject once students enter seventh grade. During
the three years injunior high school,alTstudents have to take the standard niomber of

credits(classes)which are mandated by the Ministry ofEducation. Moststudents who go
to an academic senior high school have studied English for six years by the time they
graduate fi"om senior high school. There are some vocational schools equivalentto senior

high schools in which the curriculum does notinclude much English. Those schools
teach technical and vocational skills which are useful immediately after students

graduate,rather than focusing on pre-academic programs for those who will pursue
degrees at universities. Vocational schools usually offer only two English classes a week.

In high school,students also need to take a certain number ofEnglish classes,just
as they did injunior high schools. Those who go to senior high school normally take six

English classes a week,as well astwo English grammar classes. In eleventh grade,
stiidents are divided into differenttracks depending on which university they wish to go
to. Ifstudents wantto go to private university orjunior college,they do not have to

continue to study chemistry and mathematics. Instead,they take more English classes.
On the other hand,those who plan to take the Center Entrance Examsfor admission to

public universities have more subjects to study. They have to take chemistry and math

classes,so they do nottake as many English classes asthose do who wantto go to private
imiversities. Students who wish to go tojimior college ^d study such subjects as home
economics also have a different curriculum at school. Since they do not have English in

the entrance exams,they nolonger study English in eleventh grade. Instead,they take
more home economics classes. In the eleventh grade,the students who wish to go to a
private university are required to take more English classes than any other group of
students. These classes include English conversation. Although these curriculum
patterns are similar in most senior high schools,curricula vary from school to school
(especially in private schools).
Teaching to the Test; The Center Entrancft F.vaitiinafinn

In Japan,students study to passthe entrance examinations. Learning English is
not a goal in and ofitself, but instead is a means for getting good grades in the exams
(Helgeson, 1987).

The English tests which are in the Center Entrance Examsand private university

entrance exains differ slightly/ The Center Entrance Exams consisto three parts:

listening,grammar,and reading comprehension. The listening section comprises ten
percentofthe exams. For students,the othertwo sections are more important. They
are

full ofmultiple-choice questions. Students spend more time preparing for the latter
sections. The entrance exarnsto private uhiversities include multiple choice,butthere
IS

some variety:tnie-false questions,English-Japanese translation,English writing,
synonyms,word ordering,fill-in-the^blank,and preposition questions. Some universities

also adopt a listeningtest. Although these entrance exams have more variety than the

Central Entrance Exams,mostofthe coritentconsists ofgrammatical questions. Upon
taking entrance exams,astudentdoes not need to comprehend a whole story deeply
becausewhatisimportantin the exam isthe ability to figure outindividual questions
which are not connected to one

In eleventh grade,stu^^

to begin to take extracurricular

classes such as English,history,aaid Japanese,which are held two or three times a week

after schpol. These classes are challenging because they are intended to prepare students
for the university entrkce exams. Studentscan also take these additional classes when
school is notin sessiph dwiiig the summer. Many students take the extracurricular

classes dunrig thetWel^grade,asthe examination Ipoms. In addition to these classes,
students may enroll on one ofthe numerous crmn schoolsand preparatory schools in

Japaii. Those schoolsteach Students whatto study in orderto perform well on the college
entrance exams. Students sometimes start going to this kind ofschool injunior high

school. Going to cram schools(preparatory schools)to outperform othersin the entrance

exams is common in Japan.

The Useofthe Grammar-Translation Method in English Teaching
In Japan,English teachers utilize the "granimar-translation"method(Taira and

Sasaki,1983). Inthis teaching method,students read some sentences in English and
translate them into Japanese. After that,a teacher teaches the grammatical rules or

idioms which are exemplified in those sentences. For example,students might be given a
sentence such as,"Today,Jane has to study. But she does not want to study. She feels
like talking to her friend instead." This sentence exemplifies the use ofthe infinitive

verb. With this method,students only learn what is in the textbook as interpreted by the
teacher. Sometimes,translation into Japanese is somewhat awkward,because there are
some English words which lose nuances or connotations after translation. Some students
think that learmng English is painful because they have to memorize the sentences in the

textbook which include the grammatical rules which are taught at each grade level.
In Japan,the Ministry ofEducation has the power to decide educational content

and method. They even mandate in which grade level students should learn certain
vocabulary or certain grammar rules. Teachers have little say about the content or
method ofinstruction.

Textbooks used in classrooms Vary from school to school or district to district.

Several companies publish textbooksto meetthe standard required by the Ministry of
Education. The content varies depending on which company edits each textbook,but all

students are supposed to master the same grammar rules and vocabulary by the end of

ninth and twelfth grade. Students learn English reading and writing with an emphasis on

grammar,and barely have the opportunity to be exposed to listening and speaking.

Teachers give lectures to the students. Students do the listening. This one-way teaching
method does not develop students'interactional skills in English. Mostlectmes are

conducted in Japanese,

iiot in English. The teacher only covers what is in the

textbook,and does not go beyondthat. A teacher mainly focuses on improving students'

reading comprehension skills,giying sentence examples ofthe grammar which appear in
a textbook. In English grammar class,the teacher teaches grammar,and students

memorize it. In English conversation class,students have to learn every single sentence

by heart. Students are paiired,and take roles speaking with each otherin English. Thisis
boring,because students have tomemorizeevery single word in English and speak in
pairs in frontofa class. So although students work in pairs,there is little real peer

interaction. By utilizing the grammar-translation approach,schools do notproduce fluent
English speakers,nor do students enjoy learning English.
Sociolinguistic Needs in Einrlish Teaching

Due to the emphasis on the grammar-translation method,and because the content

ofthe textbooks is very academic,moststudents do notknow how to have an intelligent
conversation in English,despite the enormoustime spent on learning English in a

classroom. Moreover,studentsleam atype ofEnglish which they cannot apply to real
situational use.

To improve their English language skills,students need to know sociolinguistic
aspects ofthe host language. When a sentence is uttered by a person,the utterance can
not exist without its social meaning. So students need to know that the utterance should

be produced appropriately in different sociolinguistic contexts,depending on situational
factors such as relationships ofparticipants,purposes oftheinteraction,and norms of

interaction. Sociolinguistic aspects ofthe hostlanguage include knowing such aspects as
whatthe meaning is ofa particular reply to complimentsin the targetlanguage. For

example when flattered,people in the United States acceptthe complimentand say
Thank you to the addresser. In contrast,Japanese people who are flattered may not
acceptthe complimentand may even deny it. So it isimportantto know how people
acceptcomplimentsin the U.S. Sociolinguistic knowledge complements grammatical

knowledge:smdents need to know notonly accurateformsoflanguage,butalso how the
language is used in a specific situation. This meansthatstudents should have an overall

knowledge ofthe hostculture including social practiceis,conventions,and appropriate
behaviors. Another example ofsociolinguistic knowledge would be thefollowing:Ifa
university studentin an American university has an opinion during classroom discussion,
he/she is expected to be assertive and state the opinion and convince the rest ofhis/her

classmates ofhis point. Being silentand notsaying anything meansthe person does not
have his/her own opinion.

For studentsto be competentEnglish speakers,they need to experience

circumstances in which they can learn linkages between social knowledge and
communicative practices. For instance,people often have casual conversations in the U.

S. People are open and friendly. In this contexts,such astalking to professors,itis better

for asmdentto speak politely atfirst because the level offoimality ofthe professorstudents relationship can be greatly affected by the levelofformality ofthe professor's

language. Professors are socially higher in status than sttidents,and they decide the
nature ofthe relationship and quality ofthe cominuhication with students. Once students

learn how language functionsin different situations in the hostculture,they acquire
^owledge ofwho,when,where,and how to use the language appropfiately.
men teaching a second language,it is important to have real cdmniunic^^^^

between teacher and studepts or studentand student(ImUra,Kiyokawa,Terada,and

Mozumi,1989). In a Japanese English classroom,little communication takes place
Mostofthe time teachers are not good English speakers themselves,so teachers do not
iise very much English in class(Helgesen,1987).

To establish an environment where studentslearn English effectively^ a teacher
needs to set up anenvironment where soine interaction occurs between teacher and

students/student and student. Since the social aspects oflanguage are important when a

foreign language istaught,the teachercan hotignore these aspects. The mere inputof
kiiowledge aboutlanguage or a dialogue withoutsocial meanings attached to it does not
enable leamerS:to acquire language performance ability. Good speakers are those who
know not only linguistic formsoflanguage but also the commimicative functions of

language and specificfunctional meanings which correspond to aspects ofnonlinguistic

reality(Littlewood,1981,p. 12). It is not until students have both types ofknowledge

thatthey can uselanguage appropriately. Forstudentsto have both language competence
(linguistic knowledge)and language performance(the ability to use it),a teacher must

establish a social environment where students exch^ge meaningful conversation. By

participating in meaningful interaction,students gradually integrate formerlearning into

their repertoire and can use it in more independentforms ofinteraction thereafter

(Littlewood,1981,p. 15). Meaningfiil communication is particularly necessary for

English instruction to be effective for adolescetits. Certain social contexts provide great
opportunitiesfor students to leam whatis socially appropriate and cornmunicably
effective for the situations in which they may encounter The curricular units which are

included in this project demonstrate two socialfunctions:having achit-chat and making
group travel plans.

These units have been designed as appropriate to be incorporated into high school

or vocational schoolinstruction. The uniton dating is particularly useful in developing
adolescents social relationships. During adolescence,children try to be independent
from their parents psychologically and try to discover their identity in relation to their

peers. They spend much more time with their peersthan with their family. They
generally consider companionship and intimacy asimportant when they enter late

adolescence and early adulthood. They seek intimacy asimportant when they enter late

adolescence and early adulthood,forming relationship with those whom they can respect
and trust,offering mutual assistance,and enjoying one another's companyjust as friends
(Nielsen,1991). Therefore teenagers have a high interest in finding the right mate. The

uniton dating helps students to leam to develop social relationships with people in

general. Thefocus on useful language for having a chit-chat and making group travel
plans bringsto the forefrontthe sociolinguistic aspects ofEnglish,which provides a
balance forthe exclusive use ofgrammar-translation methodology.

The Reform in English Fdiipatinn

There hasbeen a

changethe quality ofthe entrance examsinJapan.

Especially atprivate universities,educators are finding other waystojudge students'
extracumcular activities in high school to see how much they contributed to the

community. Seine imiversities adoptinterviews to getto know more abbuta student as
an individual.

Atthejunior high and high schoollevels,the reform ofEnglish Education away
from an over-reliance on examinationshas already started. The curriculum has been

changed from using traditional methods to teaching English languagethatstudents can
actually use. In fact,the MinisfrypfEducation decided in 1990to hire native English
speakers and send them to publicjunior high schools and high schools nationwide,so that

students wotild have more opportunity to experiehce real English in class. The foreign
teachers are called ATs(Assistant Teachers). Usually during an English cohVersation

class one Japaneseteacher and one AT cooperate to teach the students In spite ofthis

effort,moststudents are still unwilling tospeak up in class.Inthis project,waysto
enhanceJapanese students'English competeiicy will be discussed and a curriculum will
be elaboratedtoenhance key social functions ofEngli^^^
Key Challenges to theteaching ofEnglish in

There arefourkey problems which English teachersface when teaching Ehglish
m Japanese classroom. For each problem, waysto improve that aspectofJapanese
English learners are described.
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Little Sociolin^msrir Reliance in Fnyrlish Ti-aphma

Asalready stated,English teaching in a Japanese classroom exclusively relies on
the grammar-translation method. With this methodology,s^^^^

to,write down,and memorize whattheteacher says. Theteacher mainlyfocuses on the

form ofthe language(grammar),and does notteach social/cultural aspectsofthe

language. Withoutthese aspects oflanguage,students do nothave knowledgeofwhatto
say appropnately. They might;become embarrassed by uttering socially inappropriate
sentences whenthey talk to a native speaker outside the classroom. Therefore,the

sociohnguistic aspectsoflanguage meimportant whentheteacher wantstoimprove
Japanese students'English communication skills. Bylearning notonlyforms butalso

fimctionsofthelanguage,studentscancomprehend thelanguagein asocialsense They
will find aconnection betweenforms andfonctionsofthe
use the language more appropriately.

Little Authentic

in Enfrlish Teaphing

Because ofthe Overreliance on grammar-transfotion method and teaching to the
text,students havelittle opportunitytoleam the socialfoultural contextofEnglishin
Japan. When studying a second language,itisimportantto learn aboutthe cultural
contextin whichthelanguage is spoken,because language and culture

Therefore sOciolinguistic aspectsoflanguage should feature thesocial contextin which
students must become Imguistically and communicable competent. These contexts

should be authentic,using materials andlariguagefonctionsthatare featured in the
cultural setting.

11

A community ofpeople who have a patterned way oflife create language so that

they can preserve that way oflife. The members ofthe community hold common values,
beliefs,social norms and morals. When students study a second language,they need to
be familiar with these social realities. Students need to know the cultural /social rules

which govern the community. Then,students will know whatis expected by the people
ofa community. Students learn whatto say,when to say it, and to whom,in a specific
situation. The behavioral and thinking patterns held by a community are encoded within
scripts. In the literature review,script theory is discussed with the notion ofculture. In

the curricular units,scripts which are appropriate to the cultural context are designed.
Little Interaction Takes Place in Cla.ssronm

In the typical Japanese English classroom,little interaction takes place. Class size
in most Japanese schools ranges typically between 40to 50 students. This is the reason

why teachers can not use teacher-student interaction in the classroom. The interaction

between student and studentis also rare. In an English teaching classroom,teachers are

the authority. Teachers give lectures to the students,and students are supposed to listen

to the lecture. With this method,Japanese students become passive,and study English
only to translate the text. By adapting cooperative learning methods,students have more

opportunity to interact with their peers. Students will learn from their peers,and be able

to enhance overall proficiency in foreign language learning. Studentsform pairs,discuss
the issues at hand,and leam how to solve problems. These interactions make it easier for

students to acquire proficiency in English. The scripts which are designed to be

culturally authentic are flexible so students can expand their language skills by using
12

alternatives and choices in their peer practice.

Little Eniavmentis Tnvolved in Studying Engli.sh at School

In the Japanese English classroom,students have little opportunity to learn more
aboutthemselves,because they are supposed to listen to,write down,and memorize what

the teacher says. Students get used to this method,and their objective for studying
English becomes simply to pass the college entrance exams,not to communicate with

others. With this methodology,students become easily bored with English instruction

and do not enjoy learning English. Consequently,their attitude toward English may
become negative. An environment where students can enjoy leaming English should
include waysto develop positive images ofthemselves as learners and reduce the level of

anxiety in le^ing the foreign language. Therefore,reducing anxiety in a classroom and

enhancing students self-confidence and motivation are important whenthe acquisition of
a second language is discussed. Once the teacher organizes a climate in which students

are freefrom anxiety and low self-confidence,students can havefun and enjoy leaming
English.

ThePurpose ofthe Study

The purpose ofthis projectis tojustify teaching sociolinguistically useful English,
to provide examples ofcurricular materials that present authentic contexts,materials and

interactions,to facilitate peerinteractions in English language leaming,and to establish a

climate inthe classroom where students are motivated and enjoy leaming aforeign
language.

When English is taughtin Japan,mostofthe time teachers ignore the social
■■ ■ : ' . IS

,

aspects ofEnglish. Without knowing social aspects ofEnglish,students cannot have a

conversation which fits specific social contexts. To help students become good speakers
ofEnglish,it isimportantto feature materials which include meaningful social
interactions and contexts. Alsolittle interaction takes place in the classroom when

English istaughtin Japan. Forstudentsto be good speakers ofEnglish,cooperative
learning needs to be adapted to foreign language teaching. Studentsinteract with their
peers,and leam from each other better than when they learn bythemselves. Lastly,
students do not have the opportunity to enjoy English language learning when traditional

teaching method is used in Japan. To lower students'anxiety in English learning and

motivatethem to leam,it is importantto presentanenvironment wherethey can develop
a positive image ofthemselves aslearners and enjoy learning English.
The Content ofthe Study

In the literature review,four topics^e discussed. With this literature review in

mind,atheoretical framework is offered to guide theformation ofappropriate
cumculum. Two sample units ofsociolinguistically adeptcurriculum are included.
Lastly,a means ofevaluating the effectiveness ofthis ctirricula is detailed.
The Significance ofthe Study

Current English teaching practices in Japanese English classrooms do not
encourage students to leam the socialaspects ofEnglish which will make them

competent speakers. To help them acquireproficiency in English,social interaction is a

key. Teacherscanimprove Japanese students'English communication skills by
incorporating sociolinguistically functional acquisition,by using authentic contexts and

materials,by fostering active interpersonal interactions,and by increasing students'

enjoymentoflearning. Thisproject offers atheoreticalframework forimproving English
teaching m Japan,and includes curricular unitsthatfeature authentic interactions,
contexts,and materials as well as coordinated assessment measuresto evaliiate the

outcome ofmstructiofl. Afterreviewing the literature on thefourtheoretical perspectives

which canpossiblyimprove Japaneselearners'English competency,teaching units;
included based on thefourthemestoimprove English competency among Japanese

are

students. Assessment measures are also included atthe end ofthe units.

15

CHAPTER TWO:

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Social Functions ofLanguage

Whatis Communicative Competence?

Hymes(1971,1972)introduced the notion ofcommunicative competence as

opposed to Chomsky's notion oflinguistic competence. According to Chomsky's
viewpoint,competentspeakers are those who know their language thoroughly and apply

their knowledge ofthe language in actual performance without being influenced by
grammatically irrelevantcircumstances such as changes ofattention and interest,errors,

and distractions(Chomsky,1965,p.3). Hymes(1972)criticized Chomsky's emphasis
on grammar,stating that Chomsky did notconsider social language behaviors which will
occur m everyday communication situations and does notinclude social/cultural factors

relevantto speakers knowledge oflanguage. According to Hymes,Chomsky's
formulationofthe notion ofcompetence was not convincing,because he regarded both

the ability to use thelanguage and its actual use asthe same performance ability. Hymes
(1972)did notacceptthisidea and addressed the notion ofcompetence differently. He
formulated the concept ofcommunicative competence asthat which includes

communicative behaviors other than mere verbal structure. According to Hymes,

competentspeakers are those who acquire how to speak the language appropriately--that
IS,not only the knowledge ofgrammatical sentences but also the knowledge ofwhen to
speak what with whom in what manner. Here he accounted for the broad sphere of
variation ofinteractions that occur in everyday communication.

16

He also explained four kinds ofknowledge that a native speaker has about his

own language which is directly related to the concept ofcommunicative competence.

Those are systematic potential,appropriacy,occurrence,and feasibility. Systematic
potential explains Chomskian competence. According to the theory,a native speaker
IS

endowed with asystem thatoonstructs a numberoflanguage. Appropriacy is a native
speaker's knowledge ofhow to make appropriate statementsin a given situation.
Occurrence is a native speaker's knowledge ofhow often a certain thing is said in the
language. The morefamiliar a piece oflanguage is,the more probable thatit will be

thoroughly comprehended. Feasibility is a native speaker's knowledge ofwhether a
certain thing is possible in the language or not.

Hyme's notion ofsociolinguistic relativity gives a new lightto the field ofsocial
science. Differentiating performance from competence,he includes social factors as

necessary features ofcompetence. Wiemann and Backlund(1980)also take asocial

/behavioral perspective and define communication asincluding both cpmpetence and
performance. According to their definition,competenceis"the ability ofan interactantto

choose among available commimicative behaviorsin orderthat he(she)may successfully
accomplish his(her)owninterpersonal goals during an encounter while maintaining the
face and line ofhis(her)fellow interactant within the constraints ofthe situation
(Wiemann and Backlund,1980,p. 188).

In another defimtion ofcommimicative competence,Gooley and Roach(1984)
define four components ofcommunicative competence. Those are"communication

patterns,appropriateness,situation,and ability to use." By communication patterns,they
. •' ■ ■

. . 1?; •

mean the whole range ofcpmmimication behavior:from language structure to nonverbal

behaviors such asturn-taking. When people converse,they take turns at speaking in most
kinds ofinteraction. Turn-taking involves many kinds ofbehaviors as well as speech(for
example,eye-movements). Argyle(1973)states thatturn-taking is a very highly skilled
activity,in a sense that behaviors are to be coordinated with appropriate timing and
responded to accurately by other interactants. Appropriateness ofspeech is determined in
terms ofculture a person represents. Thatis,every culture has its own rules that

determine which commimication patterns are acceptable for a specific situation. Also,a
culture describes a set ofrulesthat provide meanings in that situation for the certain

communication patterns that a person may use. According to Hymes(1972),these rules
regulate normsfor interaction and norms for interpretation. In terms ofa situational
component,that is also perceived in relation to culture,because whatis considered as a

situation is determined by the rules ofthe culture and differsfrom culture to culture. The

"ability to use"includes individualfactors which construct psychologicalframes,such as

intelligence,motivation,personality,and empathy which allow acommunity memberto
deal with,maintain,and use social/cultural knowledge to achieve appropriate
communication acts.

In Canale and Swain's(1980)and laterin Canale's(1983)defiriition,four

differentcomponents make up the constructofcommunicationcompetence. The first
two reflectthe use oflinguistic system itself. Those are grammatical Competence and
discourse competence. Grammatical competence refers to knowledge ofthe rules of
morphology,syntax,semantics,lexical items,and phonology"to decide and articulate
,
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correctly theliteral significance ofutterances." Discourse competence encompasses both

productive and interpretive abilities. Itis the knowledge ofhow to integrate grammatical
and sociolinguistic competence to produce and interpret cohesive and eoheretit discourse.

The othertwo kinds ofcompetence describe the more functional aspects Of
communication. Those are sOciolitiguistic competence and strategic competence.
Sociolinguistic competence,as explained by Ganale and Swaine(1980),included both
knowledge ofthe sociocultural rules ofspeaking and rulesfor discourse. In Canale's
(1983)later design,competence in this area only includes sociocultural rules. Second

language learners who are competentin this area understand and produce language
appropriately within a specific social context. They know not only appropriate forins but

also appropriate meaningsofutterance to fulfill a specific socialfunction. Strategic
competence is described asthe verbal and nonverbal communication strategies that can
be used to make up for deficiencies in other areas ofcompetence orto enhance overall

communicative effectiveness(Canale,1983). Itis the competence underlying the ability
to make repair strategies.

To sum up the quality ofcommunicative competence,it is the knowledge of
social rules as well as linguistic rules oflanguage. Competentspeakers are those who

know these rulesand apply them to specific situationsin orderto have socially
appropriate and cohesive conversations with others. Also,competentspeakers are those
who have knowledge ofrepair strategies(verbaland nonverbal)to cope with
unproductive communication situations and to make communication more successful.
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What are Social Functions ofT.aii]yiiag<>?

When people interact,communication inevitably takes place as they greet each
other,ask about what is going on,and address farewells for the next encormter.

Communication is crucial in peoples'everyday social lives. It could be said that

communication is a social activity,because we use language to manage and maintainpuf
interpersonal relationships in society.

When people interact and engage in speech activities,they use their background

knowledge and personal beliefs to take certain attitudes,and vary theirlanguage to fit the
social occasion(Freeman and Freeman,1994). These background knowledge and
personal beliefs are community/culture specific,because each community/culture holds
different social norms,values,beliefs,and attitudes. As a result,commimication

behaviors which are used in one community/culture become culture-bound,too. What

people regard asthe quality ofcompetentspeakers may also vary from community to
community. Ifan individualis fi^om a certain community,he/she knows the community's

way ofusing the language to fulfill various social functions and accomplish interpersonal
goals,because he/she knows whatsocial values,beliefs,norms,and morals are shared by
the members ofthe community. They adaptthese culture-specific knowledge and

situationally bound rules for language use. So how people use language to accomplish
each socialfunction differs among communities/culturesto a great extent. Each
community/culture has rules that determine which ofthe many possible communication
patterns are acceptable and appropriate for a given situation(Bentahila and Davies,
1989).

•
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When learning a second language,it is crucial to have the knowledge ofthe

cultural norms ofnative speakers oftheir targetlanguage,because it will help second
language learnersto know more about people and a language they speak. Without an
understanding ofthe cultural norms ofthe target culture,second language learners cannot

utter a socially appropriate word,and are likely to face difficulties in the input. They may
misinterpretthe objectives ofthe native speakers(Bentahila and Davies,1989).

Therefore,it is importantthatthe studentsleam to havethe awareness ofthe presence of
the cultural componentin language use when they interact with native speakers. The
goal offoreign language teaching then should be to present the learners with as much
knowledge as possible aboutthe native speakers'interactive and discourse norms.

Teachers should equip the learners to makedifferentcommunicative choices according to
the various situations in which they become involved. By choosing both the appropriate

form Mid function ofthe language from a number ofpossible communication acts,they
are able to presentthe rightimage and to do the right talk with the native speakers.
Current English education in Japan is mainly focused on grammar-translation

methodology. Students leam a lot ofvocabulary and structures bur neyer have the
opportunity to leam various functions oflanguage which correspond to them. So it is

importantthat studentsleam socialfunctions oflanguage in parallel to linguistic forms of
language. Once studentsleam the culture Ofdie second language and understand cultural
contexts ofthe language,it will become easier for them t0 acquire various communicative
functions oflanguage as well as appropriate linguistic forms.

Brown(1994a)gives an explanation about a relationship between linguistic forms
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and functions. According to him,forms oflanguage usually suit particularfunctions. "Is
Bill yourfriend?"is normally aform serving as a question,and asentence"Heis nice"
serves as a statement. Butthis is not alwaysthe case. Sometimes linguistic forms are

unclearin theirflmction. "Icannotfind my keys,"expressed by an upset man who islate

for workmay be afr-enzied request for family membersinthe houseto lookforhiskeys.
A child who says"I wantsomejuice"is apparently asking forsomething to drink in
his/herown friendly register. A sign on the streetthatsays"No leftturns"frmctions to

leadtraffic eithertothe straightorthe right direction,nottothe left. The sign works
effectively as to keep carsfrom turning left.

Asit is obviousfrom the above examples,the purpose ofcommunication

behaviorsistotransmitand receive thoughts,ideas,and feelings between speaker and
listener.Each one ofthese exchangesofcommunication is notsomething thatoccurs
merely asan event. Itisfunctional,hassome purpose and objective,and isexpected to
induce some efficacy on the atmosphere oflistener and speaker no matter how smalland

unnoticeable it may be(Brown,1994a). Communication isatwo-way speech a^^^^
both partiesare supposed tocontribute tothe situation which they arein. The speaker
will speak,and thelistener willlisten and understand it. Likewise,the listener can take a
turn and state some opinions in an appropriate timing. In turn,the speaker willlisten to

whatthelistenersays. Both modesofbehaviorinvolved in communication helpto
convey the communicative actbetweenthe speakerand the listener. Foreign language
learners need to recognize the purpose ofcommunication in each situation. Forthat
reason,they need to grow in an awarenessofwhatthe objective ofa particular
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communicative behavior is and how to achieve thatobjective through linguistic forms

According to Halliday(l978)'sfunctional approach tolanguage,language is
defined as social act which is exchanged by people: By aiming to establish acertain
social relationship with others,people use language and learn how to interact with them.

Learning how to speak,therefore,is a processto master a behavior potential. In this
sense,it can be said thatlanguage is aform ofinteraction. Halliday(1975)observes a

young child whoistrying to acquire hisfirstlanguage and explains the early stages of

language developmentfrom afunctional pointofview. According to histheory,seven
variousfunctions oflanguage existto accountfor human interactions. The following
explanation forlanguage functions provides a clear understanding ofwhatthose functions
oflanguage are.

The instrumental function. This is to control the environment,to stimulate

certain incidentsto occur. Sentence such as"Goto yourroom and do your homework"
has an instrumental function.

The regulatory fiinction. Thisis similarto the instrumental function. Itis the

control ofincidents. The rule ofencounters amongpeople—permission,disapproval,

behavior management,establishing lawsand rules— are allregulatory aspects of
language.

Therepresentational fiinction. Thisisto announce,conveyfacts and knowledge,
describe,orinform. Thatisto depict,reality as one sees it. Sentence such as"Itis cold"
serves as the representational function.

The interactional fiinction. Thisisto assure social maintenance. People
use
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language to establish social relations and keep contact with other.

The personal function. This is to express one's feelings,emotions,and
disposition.

The heuristic function. This is to use language to acquire knowledge,to explore
the world around oneself.

The imaginative fiinction. This is to invent a world ofone's own by using
language for the sheer delight ofusing language. (Halliday,1975)
These seven functions oflanguage are not mutually independent. One sentence or

dialogue might have several functions at the same time. Foreign language learners should

keep in mind thatthey need to have athorough understanding ofhow to use linguistic
forms to fulfill these functions oflanguage.

When it comes to the idea ofappropriacy,Harmer(1983)explained five variables

suggested by Hymes which affect speaker's choice ofwords. Those are setting,

participants,purpose,channel,and topic. When a speaker choosesthe properthing to say
in a given situation,these five variables influence the speaker's choice ofword. In

Japanese English education,teachers rely on traditional English teaching methods.

Therefore a foreign language learner might obtain correct morphology,syntax,semantics,
and lexical items but not have enough knowledge ofhow to accomplish afunction that

he/she wants or expects. According to Brown(1994a),he/she can accomplish a particular
function through mindful choice ofwords,structure,intonation,nonverbal gestures,and
keen awareness ofthe context ofa specific interval ofconversation.

Other than the functions introduced by Halliday,there exist innumerable variation
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offunetioristhatpeoplejcarry outthrough language. Foreignlanguagelexersshould
leam how to accomplisljsuch social functions asgreeting,complimenting,requesting,
reporting,and apologizijig,forexample. Thesefunctions are encompassed by Halliday's
language functions,and they all take place as everyday communication acts. Upon
' accomplishing
' ■ ' .. .' these■ functions,learners
'I' ' ■ ■
■
need' to'' have a good knowledge
oflanguage.
These exist slight differences between functions,and those differences must be mastered.

Learners should be exposed to the appropriate contexts in which various linguistic forms

are differentiated. Both theformsoflanguage and the matching functions oflanguage
should be learned correctly and appropriately so thatthe learners can be competent
speakers ofthe foreign l^guage.
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The Communicative Aj^prnaph

Considering the riecessity ofincorporating socialflmctions oflanguage into
English teaching in Japaii,it is good to introduce teaching English Within"a
communicative approachj." The term"Communicative Approach"is first coined by Dell
Hymes(1972). It is also called either"Communicative English or"Communicative

Language Teaching(CLT). The Comimmicative Approach is ateaching method that

emphasizescommunicatijin skillsin aforeignlanguageteaching. Itspecifies goalsand
important points in each stage ofthe learning. According to this approach,
communicative competence is learned by doing and can not be taughtinlectures.

^Classroomsshould offer^opportunity for studentsto practice communicationin a
variety ofreal-world settings. In this approach,fluency may take on more importance
than accuracy. Meaning has more importance than form. Function is the framework
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through which forms ar(5 taught. In sum,the Commimicative Approach specifies shifting
the emphasis from the linguistic competence to the communicative competence,and

introducing the opportunitiesto use and practice everyday communication in the learning
process.

Current English education in Japan is mainly based on grammar-translation
methodology. Too muc 1emphasis has been placed on linguistic competence at the
expense ofcommunication skills in the past.

Because ofthe different quality ofthe CLT

from the traditional teacling design,those who plaii to implement CLT should be careful

how to incorporate this dommunicatibn-Oriented approach into Japanese English

classrooms. According to Kobayshi(1995),a danger may existin interpreting
commumcation as English conversation and in rushing to practice new phrases before

they are fully understood grammatically. Toimplementthe Communicative Approach
effectively,it is importantthat a student has a basic knowledge ofthe lexical and
grammaticalforms ofthe language,because linguistic competence forms the basis for

effective communication Only then can the learner acquire communication skills. CLT

is good for Japanese English learners inthatthey willlearn authentic and meaningful use
oflanguage.

Paulston(1974)i^ among the firstto introduce the communicative approach,
which includes grammar

essons using authentic language,role-plays,and practicein

interacting in real life situ atipns.

She also emphasizes the importance ofoffering L2

cultural context crucial to the acquisition ofcommunicative competence.

Thefollowings

are the examples ofsome ofthe teaching strategies Paulston drew from Bruder(1973).
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In

the dialogue,Bill is discussing with Nancy about a popular movie he saw last weekend
starring one ofhis favorite actors and a beautiful young actress.
Nancy:Hey,Bill. What did you do over the weekend?
Bill:

Saw the new flick with Peck and Welch.

Nancy:Qh,yeah? How was it?

Bill. Peck was great as usual,and well,you don't go to see great acting from Raquel.
Nancy:Know what you mean. All the guys go to watch Raquel. For mePeck is the
drawing card. Gotta go to class—see you later.
Bill:

So long.

On the way home on the bus.Bill sits next to a lady who lives down the street.
She is a good friend ofBill's parents.

Mrs. Cassetti: Did you have a pleasant weekend.Bill?

Bill, Yes,thank you. I studied quite a bit,but Saturday I took the evening offand wentto
the new movie with GregoryPeck and Raquel Welch.

Mrs.Cassetti: Yes,Isuppose you are right. All ofthe young men certainly seem to enjoy
her movies. From my point ofview Gregory Peck would be the reason for going.
I have to get offhere. It was nice to see you.Bill.

Bill:It was nice talking tcj yoti. Goodbye,Mrs.Cassetti.

Paulston explains^e necessity ofteaching the smalltalk ofsuch situations which
use phatic language such as greetings,introductions,and farewells as seen in the

dialogue. From the contextofthe dialogue,students willleam how to accomplish social
functionsthrough language and become morefannliar with culture ofaforeign language.
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Through Communicative Language Teaching,Japanese students ofEnglish learn about

new ideas and expressic|ns by studying the functions oflanguage as a way ofthinking. To

have students become njore familiar with socialfunctions oflanguage,some examplesof

socialfunctionsare dravjmfrom Wolfson(1989). Thefollowingsareexamplesofhowto
accomplish some usefulisocial functions.
.1

/

■

In terms ofthe ej(pression ofgratitude, Wolfson(1989)analyzes Eisenstein and

Bodman s(1986)study pd states thatthe expression ofgratitude needs both participants
to inter acttogether to oijiginate ajointly satisfactory speech experience. There are
extensive and dynamic interaction involved between the participants. The greater the
obligation felt by the favor,the more often the expression ofgratitude are made which

follows its receipt. Itis dlsofound thatthanks are to be repeated long after the incident
which generates it.

i

According to Woifson(1989),investigatorsfind thatthe formulas which include
two to five differentfunctions ofspeech are used to express gratitude appropriately by the

native speakersofAmerit[^English. Atfirst,recipients offavor generally show sunrise

atthe offering and then stjcceed to theirrerhark withthe actual gratitudeformulas(e.g..
That s great ). An extra,speech segmentofcomplimenting the giver(e.g.,"You are
wonderful)is also repeatedly used as partofthe sequence ofexpressing the gratitude.

Eventually,it isfi-equentfprthe recipientto engage in afurther strategy ofexpressing a

desireto maintaintherelajionship ortoreciprocatethefavor. Otherstrategies which
occur often are refusal by^ereceiver. When thefavoris first proposed,the receiver

frequently prefersto look loath or surprised and gives a mild refusal. Many ofthe
i
I
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refusals areformulaic(^.g.,"Oh,I couldn't"or"You shouldn't have!").
Intemsofapoljigies.Borkin and Reinhart(1978)analyzetwo expressions

associated with thissocjal fhnction. Twofomisareexamined which are"Excuse
and"Em sorry." Theyjind that'Tm Sony"is an expression ofadisappointmentabouta
situation seen as unfortitnate orregrettable. When thereis afriend's misfortune,people
me

sympathize with him/her by stating how sorry they areto know the problem. On the
contrary,the otherform"Excuse me"isfound that it is used only to repaira violation of
etiquette on the speaker'jS part.

According to Frqser(1981),more strategies are used in apologizing. Forexample
in moreformalsituations,the apologies becomelonger and morecomplex. Example are
drawn from whathe definesasformal situations,in which speakerssay"Iapologize,"or
"Please accept my apolo:igies for—."
Each social fiinct.ion has several forms which fulfill them.

Even for a social

functionofapologizing,^ere areanumberofformulas used toperform thisspecific act
by using language. Forforeign language learners,it isimportantto know differentsocial
registers oflanguage. |
Authentic Contexts and IMaterials

Because ofthe overreliance onthe grammar-translation method in English
education,Japanese students have little opportunity to learn English in its social context.
Whatstudents do mostfor classis memorization withoutpaying attention to

social/cultural contextofthelanguage. For moststudents,this willsoon become painful,
becausethey onlyleam tothe textwithoutany meaning attached to it. Whenthe goalof
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English education is to equip students with communicative competence,itis not very
effective to teach English without social/cultural aspects ofthe language. For students to

have communicative competence as well as linguistic competence ofEnglish,it is
necessary that students leam authentic contexts and materials which feature

cultural/social realities ofthe language. Learning aforeign language isjustlike learning
new waysofthinking,behaving,and feeling in thatlanguage. It is more than acquiring a
new set ofwords,pronunciations,and other grammaticalrules ofthe language(Freeman

and Freeman,1994). Itis aboutlearning new perspectives ofthe world,seeing the world

from a differentstandpoint. It is essential that Japanese studentsleam English through
authentic contexts and materials which include social realities associated with the
language.

Why is Culture Importantin Learning a Foreign T.anguage?
Culture is a patterned way oflife. Language is the chiefsymbol system that
transmits and reinforces cultural practices. The Random Hnu.se Dlrtmnarv defines

language as any set or system oflinguistic symbols used in a more or less uniform

fashion by a number ofpeople which has enabled them to communicate intelligibly with
one another. Because language reflects the cultural emphases or value systemsthat are
accepted in a certain cornmunity,language and culture seem inseparable. Once a

language islearned,the world is categorized by using thatlanguage,and people behave

accordmgly. Thoughtpattems and behavioral pattems are unconsciously influenced by
the language to a large extent. Cultural pattems,as reflected in thought pattems and
behavioral pattems,mustalso be leamed when a second language is leamed. Students
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should leam not only language but also social aspects ofthe language. The social aspects
ofthe language reflect cultural values ofthe language,so the students will know how

specific values ofthe culture are reflected in the targetlanguage. Learning a foreign
language isjustlike learning about different cultures,ideas,and thoughts. Students will
have more imderstanding aboutand appreciate ways ofthinking that are different from
his or her own culture.

How Culture Tnfliieiipps the Wav Pennle rnininiini>.QfA

Culture influencesthe way people interact and communicate with each other

within the culture. Ifculture is different,the way people interact and communicate within

the culture IS also different. Therefore,there must be some cultural factors thatinfluence
the way people interact and communicatewith one another.
Hall(1976)identifies high and low-context culture in terms ofinformation

processing. He states thatin high-context cultures,"mostofthe information is either in

the physical contextorinternalized in the person,while very little is in the coded,

explicit,transmitted partofthe message"(p.79). In general,Japanese people expectone
another to recognize the contextand actin an expected manner. Therefore,Japanese
culture falls into high-context culture end ofthe continuum. On the other hand,the U.S.

is defined as culture in which"the massofthe information is vested in the explicitcode"
(P.79).

Ting-Toomey(1988)states several communication principles concerning low and

high-contextcultures. According to Ting-Toomey,the motive to save face is strong in
high-context cultures. In Japan,people see to it thatthey do not let others lose theirfaces

when they engage in conversation. The concept ofsaving face has a lot to do with shame.

Japanese people may be more carefulnotto cause shame by uttering unexpected
sentences during conversation. Also,people in high-context cultures use more indirect

commimication styles. They use extreme politeness and extreme tact. Since group

harmony is the most primary concern,membersengage in nondirective;social styles. On
the other hand,membersoflow-context cultures such as the U.S.adapt direct
communication style and put emphasis on self-disclosure more. People tend to be

verbose,open,and center on personal data. Another good example is a conflict style. In
low-context cultures,conflict centers around an informationaland somewhat

confrontational approach. In high-context cultures such as Japan,people are likely to
avoid conflict because they think it only deteriorates relationships with each other. These
are some exMiples ofhow cultural values influence the attitude, behaviors,and
communication patterns ofpeople from each community.

Hofstede(1984)describes fotir cultural variables which influence communication

patterns among people from different cultures; They are individualism-collectivism,
masculinity-feminity,power distance and uncertainty avoidance. He labels low-context

culture asindividualistic and high-eontext culture as collectivistic. In their study,Kim,

Sharkey,and Singelis(1992)describe thecommunication qualities related to each aspect
ofthis cultural dimension. They include importantcoinmunication expectations which
are listed below:

Individualistic cultures emphasize:
-concern for clarity, directness.
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-truth telling,straight talk

-meeting personal needs and goalsratherthan group
-self-referent messages,more"I"than"we"
-more independent

-linear pattern ofconversation

Collectivistic cultures emphasize:
-indirect communication

-concern for others'feelings,avoiding hurting others

-saving face(notcausing embarrassing situations)
-avoiding negative evaluation from a listener
-less goal direction

-more interdependent,group concerned
-fewer linear patterns ofconversation

Kim,Sharkey,and Singelis(1992)

The cultural variable ofmasculinity-feminity includes a gender role differentiation in

cultures. The U.S.fallstoward the end oflowmasculine cultures whileJapanfalls
toward higher continuum ofmasculinity(Hall,1976). There are communication style
differences thatseem to originate from these cultures. The masculine culturestend to use
more aggressive styles ofcommunication. In contrast,feminine cultures are much more

ableto read nonverbal messagesand are better preparedto deal with ambiguity. The
cultural variable of"power distance"is associated with who holdsthe powerin the
culture. People from vertical cultures expecthierarchy,so authoritarian communication
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style is more common. Those cultures that are low in power-distance i-e more

horizontal. They are not basically organized around hierarchical relationships. Asfor
uncertainty avoidance theory,the cultures that place a premium onavoiding uncertainty
will use communication that tries to get a straight answer. Other cultures are more
comfortable dealing with diversity and ambiguity. These are cultural factors which

influence how peopleinteract with each other and how they communicate. Language is a

reflection ofculture,and social customsofa community are embedded in language.
Therefore,it is importantto teach culture when aforeign language is taught.
What are Authentic Contexts and MatfiHak^

Culture influences how people use language. Language preserves cultural and

social norms prevalentin the culture. A group ofpeople have certain speech acts which
are considered appropriate and are performed in a specific situation.

For example,with regard to rulesfor addressing people,Japanese peopole address
one another by surname with nouns which are attached to the end ofpeople's namesto

show a kindoffamiliarity. In the U.S.,how people address each other depends on the
nature ofrelationship people have with each other. Butin general,people are more open
and are willing to accept the use ofinformal language. Therefore it is not unusual to
address one another by first name even on a first encounter. Asit is reflected in the

difference ofthe form ofthe address,social functions are specific to each culture.

Without an understanding ofthe cultural and social norms ofthe native speakers
ofthe foreign language,students willface difficulties in communicating with native
speakers. Upon teaching aforeign language,teachers need to develop the students'
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awareness ofthe existence ofthe cultural norms ofconstituent language use,because the
cultural aspect oflanguage is important. Teachers should present more cultural/social
rules ofthe foreign language use,and help the students become familiar with them.
Through various meaningful and authentic materials and contexts which feature

purposeful and culturally relevantinteractions,it will become easier for them to acquire
how to accomplish a specific social function by using the foreign language.
How do People Learn AuthenticInteraction?

According to Abelson(1976),people have what he called their own cultural

"scripts"to direct and assess social interactions. A script is a coherent chain ofevents
anticipated by the individual,including him/her either as a participant or as an observer.

Scripts are acquired throughout one's lifetime,some ofthem being modified,some of
them being added some new meanings when added. A script containsa more

fundamental element,which is called avignette(Abelson, 1976). Vignette is an encoded

image ofan perceived event. It represents one constituentofaremembered episode in the
individual's experience. Three processes existfor a vignette to be created First,
vignettes have to be saved as individual experiences. Then groupings ofsimilar events
can make up categorical vignettes in which examples ofa number ofindividual

experiences are presented in a given situation. When an individual has enough
experience in a given area,he/she can proceed to a third level. These three levels of

processing an event are called episodic,categorical,and hypothetical,respectively.
To describe each levels ofvignette,"not doing one's assignment and being in
trouble"script can be adapted. A child may save an episodic vignette of "the time when
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he didn't finish his homework"with the ensuing vignette of "He was scolded by parent
for not finishing it." This recalled sequence consists ofan episodic script. At a higher

level, general vignette ofnot accomplishing one's duty may be coimected to a general
vignette ofgetting punished,and together they form a categorical script. The hypothetical
script is more changeable and complicated. It is likely to comprise provisional and

presumed ideas to form possible categorical scripts. "Ifdon't finish my homework by

tomorrow,my teacher will be angry at me,but ifmy teacher were in a good mood,or ifI
copied my friend's answers,I wouldn't get a scolding and it would be OK." Hypothetical
script such as this one can include a number ofaltemative situations where people need

reasoning ability. Through enough experience in their lives,people acquire the process of
establishing cognitive scripts.

A script is culture-specific,because what kind ofinteraction is expected next in a

specific circumstance depends on the cultural/social norms ofthe community he/she is
fi-oni. Examples ofscripts are going to a restaurant,shopping for groceries,and visiting a
doctor. In parallel to these,as more broad sphere ofsocial interactions,there are
interpersonal relationships.

Suppose two people who come fi-om different cultures are going to interact. As it

is easily presumed,miscommunication may occur due to their differing cognitive scripts;
they both have their particular way ofprocessing cognitive scripts according to their own
cultural practices. For each ofthem to be competent speakers,they have to know each

other's cultural patterns and language pattems. Culhual patterns are usually reflected in
the use ofthe language. This is whatis called the sociolinguistic aspect oflanguage.
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When a second language is taught,this aspect ofthe language should not be ignored. By
learning culture speicific discourse styles,students learn how to communicate and interact
effectively with the native speakers. They willlearn appropriate communication
behaviors and other social practices,and eventually will be able to cope with

interpersonal relationships interculturally. Atthe same time,the possibility oftheir
adaptability to the host culture is enhanced. As a result,the students will become
competent speakers.

In teaching a foreign language,teachers should develop the students' awareness of
the existence ofthe cultural aspects when they use language. Bentahila and Davies
(1989)state that teachers need to presentinformation about how native speakers are

likely to interact and arrange their conversation. It is not thatteachers should suggestthat
there is only one proper way ofusing the language and expect students to conform to

these patterns as an ideal;the goal should be to present as much knowledge ofthe script
as is applicable,so students can learn aboutthe native speakers' rule ofusage and can be

prepared to make different choices according to different situations. By being provided
with the alternative ways offulfilling social functions with language,students learn
authentic interaction which is appropriate for the specific situations.

Examples ofScripts

^

According to Schank and Abelson(1977),people have conceptualrepresentations
oftypical event sequences, They know that to perform and accomplish one event,a
sequence ofpfedictable events occurs in text in which one enables the next to occur. The
next vignette is an example ofthe script called "Shqpping in a departnient store;" Two

scripts are presented in which the first one happens in the United States and the second
one in Japan. Atthe end,the two scripts are compared.

Script One(An example ofshopping in a department store in the United States)
Salesclerk: Hi! How are you doing today?
Customer:I'm fine,thank you.

Salesclerk: Ifthere is anything I can help,please let me know.

Customer: Thanks. I will(looking for something in the Store).
Excuse me,I am looking for a green sweater whichI saw in this
store two weeks ago.

Salesclerk: A green sweater? Let me see. Is this the one you are looking
.

;,.fbr? ■ ;

Customer: Oh,yes. That is the one. I couldn't find it. I wanted this sweater.
Salesclerk: What is your size?
Customer: Uh... Medium.

Salesclerk: OK,this is medium(handing customer the sweater)
Customer:Thank you.

Salesclerk: Did you wantto look around to find a bottom which will go with

this sweater? We have black pantsthat can go with it(showing the pants).
Customer: Well,Ihave something similar tothat.

Salesclerk: Oh... OK. So is this all that you need?
Customer: Yeah.

Salesclerk: Then let's go to the cashier(Handing the sweater to another salesclerk atthe
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cashier). Christy will help you,OK?
Customer: OK,

Script Two(an example ofshopping in a department Store in Japan)
Customer:(Entering into the store).

Salesclerk: Welcome to Bosch. Is there anything you are particularly
looking for?

Customer: Oh,yes. Do you have a brown dress? I'm looking for a brown
dress.

Salesclerk: Let me see... Tthink we do. It's this way(going to the other side ofthe store
looking for a brown dress).

Salesclerk: It's this one(showing the brown dress to the customer).

Customer:Oh! It is beautiful. I like this style. ButI think this brown is not dark enough.
Do you have another color which is darker than this brown?

Salesclerk:I think this is the only brown we have. Other than that, we have a black dress

which is the same style with that. ButI think this dress is really nice. It will
look good on you. Also,I'm sure you can wear it for many occasions. So
I do recommend this one.

Customer: Well,I think this brown is a little bit different from whatI am looking for. Let
me go to other stores first and see whether they have the one I want.

Salesclerk: OK. Ifyou can not find the dress please be free to stop by our
store. Thank you for coming.

In the first script,the salesclerk greets the customer and lets the customer know
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that she is willing to help ifthe customer needs help. The customer asks a question,and
the salesclerk answers. The salesclerk recommends a product in the store, but as soon as

she finds outthat the customer is not interested in the product,she stops recommending
it. Upon going to the cashier,the salesclerk greets the customer,saying"Have a nice
day."

In the second script,the salesclerk greets the customer when the customer steps
into the store. Immediately after that,the salesclerk asks the customer whether she is

looking for something. The salesclerk is willing to help the customer. But even after the
customer says the brown dress is not exactly what she was looking for,the salesclerk still
recommends the dress insisting that the dress is very versatile and that the customer can

wear it for many occasions. After the customer says she wants to look in other stores,the
salesclerk is convinced. Butshe says to the customer that she should come back to the

store again in case she can not find a brown dress. Upon the customer's leaving the store,
the salesclerk says,"Thank you for coming"as a farewell.

In contrasting the two shopping scripts,some points are mentioned as culture

specific. In the first script,the salesclerk is friendly(regardless ofwhether the customer
buys something fi-om the store or not)and relaxed. The salesclerk lets the customer know

that she is willing to help ifthe customer had any questions,bu doesn't ask the customer

what she is looking for. The salesclerk recommends the black pants to the customer,but

when the customer says she has the similar pants at home,the salesperson stops
recommending the pants,and doesn't say anything more. Before the customer leaves the

store,the salesclerk greets the customer in a friendly manner. The salesperson in the
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second script,on the contrary,is a little bit different from the first. She greets the

customer,but she seems more eager to know whatthe customer is looking for so that she
can find something the customer likes. After the customer says that the brown dress in

the store is not exactly whatshe is looking for,the salesclerk keeps making constant
suggestions so that the customer can stay longer in the store and can change her mind.

Americans might have afeeling thatthe salesclerk from the second script is more pushy
and wants to sell something to the customer.

Even with such a simple actas shopping in a department store, what happens in
each context is culture specific. The customer in each situation needs to know whatto

say,and how to interactin each conversation. It is useful to ecjuip English learners with
various knowledge ofscripts during the interaction with the salesclerk. The students

know various choices thatthey can make,and predictthe outcome ofwhatthey say in
each social situation.

Whatare Authentic English Language Contexts in Japan?
When people converse vrith others,situational context becomes crucial in thatit

determines whatis appropriate to be stated next. Since Japan is a high-context culture,a
number bfmessages are embedded in the contextin which people are expected to behave

according to their socialstatus(Hall^ 1976). This is why some people may think that
Japanese people are reserved,quiets and are not willing tojointhe conversation. The
pragmatic rules ofJapanese language require speakers to take into consideration the

knowledge ofsocial status ofthe interactants. Because ofthis social rule,some people
may have difficulty exploring new social relationships with others. They may notknow
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how to initiate interactions,share information and ideas with new friends or classmates,

or how to ask questions and keep a conversation going on a first encounter,for example.

In this project,the dating scripts are designed to develop students' ability to cope
with social relationship in general. During adolescence,teens experience anxiety and
confusion because ofphysical transformation. They try to be indcpiendcnt from their

parents psychologically and try to find aboutthemselves. It is this time thatthey develop
their identity in relation to their peers. Therefore,they spend much more time with their

peers than they do with their family. They generally consider companionship and
intimacy ofgreat importance,from which they learn to respect and trust,confide in,offer
mutual assistance,and enjoy one another's company(Nielsen, 1991)as they enter later

adolescence aiid early adulthood.

Therefore,it is effective to help them become accustomed to the dating script in

which they learn more about American culture and how to present a positive image of
themselves at the same time. It is good to provide students with the materials which

feature the dating script in its cultural contexts,because they learn a number of
alternatives thatthey can choose from when the interaction takes place. Since the content

is basedon the students' own experiences,they can compare how the social practice
differs in Japan and the United States. They learn alternative ways to start a good
conversation,and to have a good talk aboutthemselves. They learn not only how to have

a good conversation with a date,but also the process ofdeveloping social relationships
Avith people in general. As a result,they leam various functions and forms they can use
for this particular social script.
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The following is an example ofa dating script.

A(John): Excuse me,is anybody sitting here?

B(Arnie); Uh no...no, here,let me move my purse from the chair.
A:Oh,thank you. Say,haven't I seen you with Jack Davidson?
B:1 work with Jack Davidson. How do you know Jack?

A:Oh,Jack and I wentto school together. What sort ofwork do you do?
B:Oh,I... I work on commercial accounts at the trust company with Jack. Uh...what do
you do?

A;I'm a telephone installer-1just happen to be working on this street the last couple of
days. Ishould introduce myself-my name's John Spencer.
B: Well pleased to meet you! I am Anne Kennedy.
A:Happy to know you. Do you live aroimd here?

B:Yeah,1 live in the neighborhood-it's real convenientto work.
A:Oh,it soimds like...

A:....^e you doing anything tonight?

B:Oh...im,sorry,I'm afraid I'm busy tonight.
A: Well how abouttomorrow? Maybe we could go to a movie.

B:Hey,that sounds like a great ideal Um...do you like Comedies?

A:Oh yeah,I like comedies... uh,let's see what could we see? How about Bread and
Chocolate? I think that's playing over at...
B: Ah...

A:... on Main Street there.
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B:That's a great idea.

(Continues...)

(Jones and Von Baeyer, 1983)

The script for the social custom ofdating is a good example from which students

learn how to have a good conversation with their opposite-sex friends and eventually
leam how to develop social relationships with people in general. They learn various ways
ofinteracting with others according to the specific contexts and situations. When given
the authentic contexts and materials ofdating scripts,students leam to use English for
communicative purposes. As a result^ students will become good at managing social
relationships with appropriate linguistic forms according to each situation.
Cooperative Learning

The research on cooperative learning significantly expanded in the early 1970's

due to its positive effects on student achievement. According to a recent survey
conducted by Puma,Jones,Rock and Femandez(1993),79 percent ofelementary
teachers and 62 percent ofmiddle school teachers report the use ofsome kind of

cooperative learning. It is also proven to be good for all grade levels and all subject
areas. Lampe,Rooze,and Tallent-Runnels(1996),in a recent study,reportthat
cooperative learning enhances Hispanic students' achievement,promotes self-esteem,and

improves interpersonal relations. Another study conducted by Roswal,Mims,Croce,

Evans,Smith,Young,Bureh,Horvat,and Block(1995)also reports that a collaborative
peer tutor teaching program improves self-esteem and attitudes toward school. This is

why cooperative learning is so popular and often used in classrooms. In the next section,
the literature on cooperative language learning is reviewed and the positive outcomes of
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cooperative language learning are also examined.

Whatis Cooperative Learning?

Olsen and Kagan(1992)define cooperative learning as follows:

"Cooperative learning is group learning activity organized so that learning is dependent
on the socially structured exchange ofinformation between learners in groups and in
which each learner is held responsible for one's own learning and is motivated to enhance
the learning ofothers"(p. 8).

From the above definition,we know that cooperative learning is a social activity.
Students need to learn to work well with each other and to respectthe abilities ofothers.
When this method is adopted,studentsform small groups and work together to
accomplish shared goals. Students study together and help each other in order to enhance

notonly their own learning butalso other students'learning. Cooperative learning is a
mutual learning experience in that all students benefitfiom each other in the course of

learning to cooperate and accomplish a shared goal. In the group,it is possible that highachieving students leam new strategies by teaching other students. Likewise,low-

achieving students may benefit fi-om the group because they are able to observe strategies
ofhigh-achieving students(Larson,Dansereau,0'Donnell,Hythecker,Lambiotte,&
Rocklin, 1984).

Johnson,Johnson,and Holubec(1994)give a definition ofcooperative learning as
"the instructional use ofsmall groups through which all students participate to getthe

best result in their own and each others'learning"(p.4). In a cooperative learning
classroom,all students in a group become responsible for the completion ofthe task.
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Each student has to cooperate and contribute to achieving shared goals. In the course of

accomplishing the assigned task with other students in a group,students learh from their
peers skills that promote their overall social,cognitive,and academic abilities. More

importantly,students learn the significance ofworking as a group. They become aware
thatthey are responsible not only for their own learning but also for other students'

learning. Consequently,students become willing to participate in a group and motivated

to leam,and the mastery ofa subject becomes easier.
According to Slavin,cooperative learning is"a process by which students work
together in groups to master material initially introduced by the teacher''(Slavrn, 1990,
p.2). In this definition,the purpose ofcooperatiye leamirig is for students to help each

other to succeed academically. For everybody in the groupto be successful,all grbtip

members have to play a part in completing an assignment and grasping the material.
Cooperative learning isimportantin that it stimulates a cooperative atmosphere in the

classroom. Johnson,Johnson,and Smith(1991)indicate that cooperative learning results
in higher academic achievement,more positive relationships among students,and

healthier psychological adjustments compared to other typesofleaming methods such as
competitive or individual leaming.

Why Use Cooperative Leaming?

The popularity ofcooperative leaming results from the outcome ofthe research
conducted on cooperative leaming compared to competitive and individualistic styles of
leaming. Small groups provide greater intensity ofinvolvement,and students have more

opportunity to talk and practice English. The quality oflanguage practice is enhanced,as
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well as the opportunities for feedback and monitoring by the teacher. In a cooperative

learning environment,students will be able to observe strategies adapted by other

students,and learn to use them independently nexttime. In learning to speak aforeign

language,asin learning school subjects,imitation is crucial(Vygotsky,1986,p. 189).
Pairs and small group \vork simulate natural conversational settings and this effectively
promote all aspects ofcommunication,learning,human interaction,and social

development. Johnson,Johnson,and Holubec(1994,p. 11-12)report three ihajor
outcomes ofcooperative learning: These are increased efforts to achieve,positive
interdependence,and greater psychological health.

Increased efforts to achieve. All kinds ofstudents haye higher accomplishment
and greater productivity. Their retention is increased,overall motiyation is enhanced,and
the leyel ofreasoning and critical thinking skill is improyed.

More positive relationships among students. Students feel supported

academically and personally,develop more caring attitudes toward other students,and
understand the Value ofcohesion and committed relationships.

Greater psvchological health. Students learn to adjust psychologically ina group.
They show increases in ego strength,social development,social competencies,selfesteem,self-identity, and ability to deal with dislike and stress.

Brown(1994b)states thatsmall group interaction is a great opportunity for
students to engage in creative talk. He also emphasizes the importance ofinteraction in a
classroom,and explains that pair and group work are means through which students can

develop commxmicative competence. Cooperative learning is a great activity for students
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to get involved in authentic interaction with their peers and learn from them.Eventually,
students can enhance their overall communication skills.

The Zone ofProximal Development

Peer interaction is crucial to get a good result in cooperative learning as it pertains

to cognitive understanding. Vygotsky(1978),one ofthe chiefcognitive developmental
theorists,points out that intellectual development occxirs in the process ofdynamic social
interaction. When students have the opportunity to engage in active verbalization and

especially in explanation,this results in cognitive restructuring and high-quality
understanding. It becomes easier for students to understand their peers better. The fluent
speakers accommodate their ovm language to give comprehensible input,and the other
learners adjust their own language to that oftheir peers to produce comprehensible

output. This way,all students learn and improve their conimiuiication skills while using
English.

Slavin(1996)gives a similar perspective on cooperative learning and its effect on

intellectual growth. He describes four major theoretical perspectives. Oneofthese is a
developmental perspective,which explains that ifchildren engage in proper tasks and

interaction with their peers,it improves their understanding ofcritical concepts. In a
group,students discuss the material with group melnbers. Inevitably,students have

cognitive disagreements. Reasoning will be needed to support each other's opinions. In
the process ofaccomplishing the task,students will be able to comprehend the material in
depth. Students discuss,offer and listen to each others' opinions in a cooperative

classroom. This is the key element ofcooperative learning in regard tO student
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achievements.

How is Cooperative Learning Differentfrom Traditional Learning?

In a traditional classroom,students do not have enough opportunity to speak up.
The teacher asks questions and calls on only one student to answer the question. So the

rest ofthe students who also know the answer do not have a chance forfeedback. They

also do notlearn well enough so thatthe content is retained. Mostofthe time is spent by
the teacher giving lectures to the students. The teacher is the one who talks most ofthe

time. With this one-way teaching method,students seldom have the opportunity to talk
and practice conversation.

On the contrary,when cooperative learning groups work together to solve the

assigned tasks,interaction takes place among peers. Johnson,Johnson,and Smith(1991)
compare a cooperative learning atmosphere with competitive and individualistic learning
environments. According to their research,students who work in cooperative situations
have positive interdependence toward each other. Their productivity is enhanced because

ofthe assistance they receive from,and give to others. They exchange and process more

meaningful information vdth others. According to the researchers,interaction among

peers also stimulates cognitive processes because students learn to give oral explanation
and elaboration,make summaries,and share knowledge with one another. They provide
feedback to each other,improve conflict management skills,show higher commitmentto

the group's goals,and elicit mutual influence from each other. As a result,they have
higher motivational levels and interpersonal trust,and suffer from less anxiety.
Cooperation produces a climate where students enjoy learning and become successful
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Basic Principles of Cooperative Learning

Kagan (1992) introduces three basic principles essential to cooperative learning.
These are simultaneous interaction, positiye interdependence, and individual

accountability. These three are important elements to be included in cooperative learning

structures. Some theorists define social and affective development as a characteristic of
cooperative learning. When students are assigned to small groups, they heed to learn to

listen to each other, work out disagreements, establish and modify agendas, carry on the
assigned task, and support each Other, Cooperative le^ing works to develop students'
social and affective skills.

Simultaneous interaction. Simultaneous interactiontakes place when .students

engage incooperative learning. In the traditional classroom, one person speaks at a time.
Most of the time, the teacher is the one who talks to the students. Therefore, students
seldom have the opportunity to speak up. But in a cooperative classroom, simultaneous

interaction is possible. Students share resources, and discuss the topic. Eveiybody can
have the opportunity to speak up. Most importantly, students are able to ask and receive
help from group mates. Johnsom Johnson, and Smith (1991, p. 18-19) maintain that itis
face-to-face interaction that most strongly affects efforts to achieve, committed

relationships,psychological adjustment, and social corripetence.

Positive interdependence. Students are supported positively whenpositive

interdependence is structured into the lesson. Students are responsible hot only for their
own learning but also for the other group members' learning, becauseno one can succeed
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unless all group members succeed. Students have to make sure that all members ofthe

group learn the assigned material. When positive interdependence exists among students,
they share resources,giving mutual support arid encouragement,and praise their

successes together. Students then realizethatfor the group to besuccessful,each group
member is required to make efforts. Each group member has different resources,role and

task responsibilities. These individual and unique contribution make it possible to make
thejoint effort(Johnson,Johnson,and Holubec,1994).

Individual accountability. According to Slavin(l99n\ bnth grnnp anH

accountability is necessary for students to succeed academically in cooperative situations.

Assessment methods which use a group grade or a group product without making each
group member accountable for his/her fair share do not steadily bring about achievement
gains(Slayin, 1983).

When there is high positive interdependence within a cooperative learning group,
students feel more responsible for the group. Each individualfeels that he/she has to give
one's share and contribute to the group. Each student also feels personally accoimtable to
the other group members. Because ifone individual does not contribute his/her fair

share,it affects the group as a whole and eventually the individual.

The goal ofcooperative learning is to make each group member a stronger

individual(Johnson,Johnson,and Siiiith, 1991). In a cooperative learning group,
students learn knowledge,strategies and procedures from other students and learn to use

them to complete similar tasksnexttime by themselves. Students learn together to
perform better when they work individually on die similar tasks.
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For students to be accountable to do their fair share ofthe assigned task,the
teacher needs to assess how much effort each individual is devoting to the groups' work,
give feedback,assign different responsibilities so that redundant efforts can be avoided.

The teacher also needs to make sure that every member is held responsible for thejoint
outcome.

In addition to Kagan's three principles,Johnson,Johnson,and Smith(1991)
describe two other elements ofcooperative learning. Those are social skills and group
processing. In the process ofaccomplishing the assigned task,students need to work

together efficiently. Atthe beginning,they need to know and trust each other. They need
to communicate well with each other,help each other,and work out problems(Johnson,
1990;Johnson, 1991). In a cooperative group,students learn social skills which are

necessary when they later become a member in society. According to Johnson and

Johnson(1991),social skills facilitate a group's productivity. Ifstudents are skillful at
managing interpersonal relationships,higher achievement can be expected from

cooperative learning groups. When students are assigned to practice specific social skills,

they learn these social functions and how to accomplish them in specificforms in natural
settings. The following is a list ofsocial skills that students need when they work

together on tasks and interact with group mates. When they engage in cooperative

learning method,they learn these social skills in the course ofinteracting with their peers
Task-related social skills

Asking for clarification

Giving information or explanation

Asking for expMation

Paraphrasing and summarizing
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Checking understanding ofothers Receiving explanations
Elaborating ideas ofothers

Requesting clarification

Explaining ideas or concepts
Group-related social skills

Acknowledging others'contributions Verifying consensus

Appreciating others'contributions

Praising others

Asking others to contribute

Keeping the group on task
(Olsen & Kegan,1992,p. 13)

Keeping conversation quiet and calm Recognizing others

Group processing is defined as students' ability to process how wellthey are
functioning as a group. During group processing,students describe what actions ofthe

members are helpful,and decide what actions to retain or change. The purpose ofgroup
processing is for students to specify and enhance the efficiency ofthe members in the
course ofcontributing to thejoint efforts to accomplish the group's goals. Johnson,

Johnson,and Smith(1991)define five benefits that group processing brings to the

students. Those are:(1)Groups canfocus on maintaining good working relationships
among members,(2)The learning ofstudents' social skills is facilitated,(3)All members

can have feedback on their participation,(4)Students think not only cognitively but also

ineta-cognitively,and(5)Students have means to celebrate the success ofthe group and
the positive behaviors ofgroUp members are reinforced(Johnson,Johnson,& Smith,
1991,p.23-24).

For a successful small-group processingfo occur,it is important thatthe teacher
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gives enough time to students so that students can process whatthey are doing as a group.
Also,the teacher needs to adapt whole-class processing as well as small-group
processing. Finally,the important aspect ofboth types ofprocessing is to celebrate

successes in groups. When students feel successful and respected,they become more
enthusiastic about working in groups. Their motivation to learn is facilitated and a sense

ofself-efficiency as to grasping the subject material and working cooperativelyis
enhanced.
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When cooperative learning is incorporated into foreign language teaching,ifis
likely to have many positive aspectsfrom which students can benefit; The learning

environment is cooperative,natural,authentic,purposeful,anxiety free,and ver^

to

the learner. Students leam to be responsible toward each other,acquire social skills and

cognitive skills,promote higher self-esteem,and enhance overall motivation to leam by
interacting and helping with each other in a group. The crucial aspect ofcooperative
learning is that students use the language in its natural settings. This willenable them to

acquire functional oral language more easily. Therefore,cdopefative learning is worth
being incorporated into the English language teaching curriculum mJapan. A
cooperative ambiance will do much to help students relax and enjoy English.
Huliianistic Education

In current English educationin Japan,the purpose ofiearhing English isto pass
the college entrance exams. Students study English simply to ijass the test,andi notto
communicate \vith people. Teachers mainly focus on English j^aimriar,idioms,and the

correct translation into Japanese. Students memorize this content. Too much emphasisis
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placed on linguistic aspects ofthe language,and little attention is paid to social aspects of
the language. When students leam a foreign language,they need to learn a set ofculturial

rules that are related to the language. Then,students can develop more understanding
toward different cultures which have different social norms and customs from their own.
In this way,the acquisition ofEnglish becomes easier.

Buttoo often,little meaningful interaction takes place in the classroom. No

meaningful exchange ofconversation is involved,and no enjoyment is sustained in
leaning English. Students are not motivated,since they leam things that are not related to
their own lives and experiences.

When students study a foreign language,personality traits ofthe students

influence how succeissfully they master a foreign language. For instance,it has been

reported that the inhibitions ofthe learners prohibitthem from communicating in a
foreign language. On the contrary,learners who are willing to make a guess were
reported to be good language leamers. This kind ofpersonality characteristics learners

have influences the acquisition offoreign language learning. Therefore,teachers should

pay attention to emotional aspect:^ ofthe leamers when they leam a foreign language. To
facilitate a successful foreign language leaming,it is importantthat teachers establish a

classroom climate where leamers are free from ego barriers and are able to engage in
spontaneous and natural communication. Several personality variables exist which can

either facilitate/prevent foreign language acquisition. In the following section,the

literature will be reviewed on various personality factors in human behavior and how they
pertain to second language acquisition.
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The Afferfive nnmain

According to Brown(1994a),the affective domain is the emotional side ofhuman

behavior. Thiscomplementsthe cognitive side ofhuman behavior. The development of
affective feelings involves several different personality factors. These factors include our
feelings about ourselves and other people whom we meet. A useful definition ofthe

affective domain Wasintroduced by Krathwohl,Bloom,&Masia(1964),a definition
which is designed for educational purposes. Their definition explainsfive phases ofthe
developmentfor the affective domain;

The first phase in the development ofaffectivity is receiving. People must be
aware ofsituations in their environment. They also have to be willing to receive and
tolerate a stimulus, and give it the attention they feel it requires.

The second phase is responding. People must be willing to respond to a

phenomenon or a person Avithoutfeeling forced to do so,and to experience satisfaction
from the response.

The third phase is to foim values. People place worth on a certain thingj a
behavior,or a person. Thisis based on the beliefs and attitudes ofthe individual

The fourth phase is organizing valuesinto a system ofbeliefs, creating hierarchy
and relationships among theni.

In the finalphase,individuals become characterized by their value system. They
act constantly according to the values they have internalized, and mix together beliefs.
Concepts, and attitudes into a world view.

To acquire a foreign language successfully, students need to be open-niinded
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when dealing with the people with whom they communicate. Also they need to be
receptive to the language. When they encounter a person or a situation,they need to give

a kind ofresponsestheyfeelit requires. Mostimportantly,students should put a specific
value on the exchange ofinterpersonal communication. When people comeinto contact,

theirfeelings,responses,cultural values and beliefs are vitalin determining the quality of
commumcation in which they are going to engage. To better understand the process of
second language acquisition, more attention should be paid to the intrinsic factors ofthe

learners which in some ways affectthe mastery ofsecond languagelearning. There seem
to be various personalityfactors learners bring to theforeign language classroom. These

personality variablesinclude how students regard themselves(self-esteem), attitude
toward the target language and people, attitude toward the teacher and classroom
environment,the type ofmotivation,the level ofanxiety, and whether studehts are
willing to take risks or not. Each specific personality characteristics is examined in
relation to second language acquisition.

When people interact with Others,they bring in certain attitudes tow^d

themselves. To engagein communication activities with others,they have to have certain

degree ofself-esteem,have confidencein themselves,know enough aboutthemselves,
and believe thatthey are able to handle the situation. People's attitudes towards
themselves develop as they have experiences with themselves and with others who are in

their environment and also from how the external world assessesthem. How people see
themselves is thereforelargely a.ffected by othersin their close environment. Brandon
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(1992)defines self-esteem as"the disposition to experience oneselfas capable ofcoping
with the challenges oflife and deserving ofhappiness." Thisimplies that feelings ofs^lf
esteem equateto feelings ofself-respect. As we have more experience with the world, we
know who we are and leam to respect ourselves.

Brown(1994a)introduces three levels ofself-esteem. General(global)selfesteem is mostly found among adults who have already developed their sense ofworth.

Situational(specific)self-esteem pertains to one's assessment ofoneselfin specific
situations such as social interaction, school,family, and work. Situational self-esteem

also refers to individual traits such as social competence,communicative competence,
intellect, and personality. A person can have a different level ofspecific self-esteem

depending on the circumstance orthe particular attribute under consideration. Specific
self-esteem may pertain to overallforeign language acquisition. The last aspect ofselfesteem is task self-eSteem, and is related to specific tasks within a certain setting. To
name an example,task self-esteem can pertain to specific subject-matter areas in the

educational setting. Task self-esteem in foreign language learning may pertain to one's
self-assessment ofa specific element ofthe foreign language learning process,such as

writing and speaking. The degree ofself-esteem may vary fi-om situation to situation or

to task to task. As an individual performs wellin a variety ofsituations,the degree of
self-esteem develops and this leads to self-confidence.

Self-esteem is a crucial variable in children's academic success, because children

who have positive attitudes towardsthemselves are morelikely to succeed academically.
According to Wright and Taylor(1995),self-esteem constructs the evaluation ofone's
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personal identity and one s social/collective identity. Personal identity includes those

aspects ofthe selfthat make the person unique;personal traits, skills, and experiences.
The other kind ofidentity,the social self,includes those aspects ofthe individual that

connect him/her with other people. Children who have a positive personalidentity and a
positive collective identity towardsthemselves have many more chances to do well at
school.

For children to develop a positive sense ofself,they should view themselves as

specialindividuals who are accepted for who they are. They also need to feel a sense of

belonging to certain social groups,such as their families,theirfriends, and their

communities. When children have confidence in themselves,they are morelikely to take
partin learning vigorously,take risks, and find waysto conquer barriers to their success.

There are many activities which encourage studentsto develop a sense ofimportance.
Teachers can plan activities that enable learnersto feelimportant byfocusing on
individual differencesin personality,thought,experiences,and learning styles
Butthe mostinfluential variable, according to Siccone(1995),is the teacher.
Because students tend to notice teachers' attitudes even when the teacher is unaware of

having certain kind offeelings,theteacher needsto be careful. The teacher'sfeelings of
self-worth and self-respect are essential to his/her abilityto help the students build their

self-esteem. When teachers engagein the activities with students,itisimportantthat
teachers show a properlevel ofself-disclosure,risk-taking, and eagernessfor the

excitementforthe process. Teachers should take an active rolein showingthe students
how to think productively,take moderate risks, and solve the problem at hand.
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Richard-Amato(1988)statesthat students' attitudestoward the targetlanguage
and people seemingly affect their level ofmotivation. Thelearner's attitudestowards

peoplefrom different social groups are a powerful determinant ofhow successfullythe
learner will acquiretheforeignlanguage. When eithertheteacher or peerslack respect
forthe nativelanguage and its culture orthat ofthe second languagelearners,their selfesteem is negatively effected. Negativeinterpretation ofthe firstlanguage and its culture

ofthe second languagelearners also causes negative reactions among thelearners,and
they have negativefeelings aboutthetargetlanguage and its culture. Therefore,it is
importantthat the teachersshow respectfor theforeign language and its culture in the

classroom. When thisis done,studentslearn to respect other students who speak
differentlanguages and who have different culturesfrom their own.

In terms oflearner's attitudes toward the teacher and the classroom environment,

humanistic activities can enhance students'good feelingstoward the teacher,peers,and
the classroom environment. When there is no respect or trusttoward each otherin the
classroom,student do not have positive attitudestoward the teacher and the classroom
environment. By adapting humanistic activitiesinto the classroom,the teacher can

maintain a good classroom atmosphere,and this stimulates more studentinvolvement and

activity. Asaresult,students'overall attitudestoward aforeignlanguage,relationship
with classmates, and each student's

Motivafinn

Motivation is a powerful determinant among other aflfective variables which
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affects the success or failure oftheforeignlanguage acquisition. According to Gardner
and Mclntyre(1993),motivation refers to a cpmbination ofthe learner's attitudes and

aspirations and effort with respect to learning the language. Based on this definition,it
can be said that when the learner has positive attitudes, high aspirations, and makes a

good effortin terms oflearning theforeign language,he/she canacquire theforeign
language successfully. Another definition by Cook(1969)incorporates attitudes,vdues,
and personality traits astheimportant components ofmotivation determiningleameirs'

behavior. Whatkind ofattitudes and valuesthelearner hastoward learning afpreign
language,and also whatkind ofpersonality attributes he/she has strongly affectthe
learner's level(t5q)e)ofmotivation.

The most commonly accepted theory about motivationis presented by Gardner

and Lambert(1972)who explaintwo basictypes ofmotivation:integrative and
instrumental. Integrative motivation is associated with the individual'sinner drive or

desire to acquire the valued foreign language so that he/she can establish a social

relationship with the members ofthe community who speak thelanguage. Instrumental

motivation,on the other hand,is related to the potential pragmatic benefits oflanguage
proficiency,such as getting ajob or getting a better education. In terms ofintegrative
motivation, McDonough(1981)introduces another aspect. He states thata desire ofan

individualto belong to a certain community by acquiring the psychologicaltraits ofthe
group IS another aspect ofintegrative motivation. Graham(1984)calls this aspect of
integrative motivation assimilative motivation,which explains anindividuars desire to

be an identical member ofthe social group who speak the targetlanguage. Dueto the
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varying learning capacities ofeach individual, which type ofmotivation is effective varies

from person to person. While instrumental motivation may elicit highly positive result in

aforeignlan^age learning for some learners,intrinsic motivation may bring the best
resiilt to other learners.

According to Gardner and Lambert(1969),students who are highly motivated and

have a desire toleam French did wellin their French courses at school. They conducted a
survey among students who studied French as a foreign language in three different states.

Theyfound a different attitudinalfoundation for motivationin each state. In Louisiana,a
strong support and encouragementfrom parents seemed to elicit high levelofmotivation

from the student. In Maine,one ofthe importantfactors wasfor the studentto be able to

identify with his/her French teacher. Also,being sensitive to other people'sfeelings was
one ofthe importantfactors to stimulate motivation. In Connecticut,students' motivation

stemmed from both integrativeand instrumental orientation. Depending on the social
environment ofeach learner, what motivatesthe studentsis subject to change.

Another study conducted by Gardner and Lambert(1969)examined Filipino
students who study English. Theyfound that those who have an instrumental orientation

and who obtain supportfrom their parents successfully developed proficiencyin F.ngHsh
Yetfor another subgroup ofFilipino students, an integrative orientation toward the

English learning had a strong influence on proficiency,especially on audio-lingual
aspects. Asit is obviousfrom the Philippine study, whattype ofmotivational orientation

works bestfor each studentin terms offoreign language acquisition does not have a clear
cut definition. As Au(1988)concludes from twenty-seven studies conducted
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on

mtegrative-instmmental construct,the attemptto attribute foreign language success to

eitherintegratiye orinstrumental causesistoo risky, because no successfulforeign
language acquisition is motivated bythe attitudes which are exclusivelyinstrumentalor

mtegrative. Depending on each specific educational setting(process),either onetype of
motivation may work betterthan the other,or even a mixture ofeach type ofmotivation
may work the best. Regardless ofthe type ofmotivation the learner hasin each

educational setting,his/her attitudes and motivation are a powerfulfactor determining
success in foreign language acquisition.

Parallelto the integrative-instrumental motivation constructis another motivation

construct,intrinsic-extrinsic motivation. Forintrinsically motivated learners,reward
meansthesuccessful completion ofthe activity or engaging in the activity itself,rather

than an externalreward. Intrinsic motivationisfinding enjoymentin doing a particular
task for its ovm purpose(Sadow,1994). Curiosity lies behind thisintrinsic behaviors
Onthe other hand,extrinsic motivation refersto performing an activityin orderto receive

some extrinsic reward(for example,good grades or praise, etc)(Sadow,1994). Deer and
Richard(1985)mention thatintrinsic motivationis possibly a central motivation ofthe

educational process. According to Amabile(1989),contemporary creativitytheory
supportsthe view thatintrinsic motivation isimportantto learning;

People will be most creative whentheyfeel motivated primarily bythe
interest,enjoyment,satisfaction,and challenge ofthe work itself-and not by
external pressures. Thisis called theintrinsic motivation principle ofcreativity.
(Amabile, 1989)
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Teachers,therefore,should present activities that will enhance intrinsic

motivation ofthe studentsin the classroom, Such activities will bring a sense of

excitement and enjoymentto the students,and they willneed to think creatively. This,as
a result, will satisfy their curiosity.
Anicipty

Anxiety,as well ias attitude and motivation,influenceslanguage achievement.

Yet anxiety is difficultto define due toits varioustypes(nature)and levels. According to
Maclntyre and Gardner(1994),language anxiety isthe feeling oftension and

apprehension associated with second language contexts(suchasspeaking,listening, and
second language learning in general).

A number ofresearchers report anxiety tendsto negatively affectlanguage

learners performance(Ely, 1986;Gardner& Maclntyre, 1993;Horwitz&Dolly, 1991;
Price, 1991a;Saito& Samimy,1996;Samimy& Tabuse, 1992; Young,1986). In their
study,Saito and Samimy(1996)examined a relationship between language anxiety and
students'language performance among college students who study Japanese. The result

showsthat as studentsfelt anxious and embarrassed aboutusing theforeign language in
class,they became unwilling to take risks. Those studentstended to obtain low grades
and had negative attitudes toward the class.

On the contrary, when students are not anxious about making mistakes and are

willing to take risksin aforeignlanguage classroom,they participate activelyin the

learning process and theylearn more. Since theyfocus on solving atask at hand,they do
not get distracted by worrying abouttheir performance or becoming too self-conscious.
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Ely(1986)states thatlanguage class risk-taking is a pdwer&l predictor ofstudents'

language proficiency,since students who volunteer to take risks have more opportunity to
practice the language and become actively involved in learning.

Anxieties over one'slanguage performance cause tension and prevent a learner
from processing information effectively. Leaiy(1990)calls this commonform of

apprehension social anxiety. Maclntyre and Gardner(1989,1991a)argue thatlanguage
anxiety denvesfrom the social and communicative aspects oflanguage learning and can

be regarded as one type ofsocial anxieties. Based on the definitions above,itis possible
to explain how anxiety affects the processofsecond language learning
Socially based anxieties are believed to have three different components: Those

are cognitive, affective, and behavioral. Schwarzer(1986)defines social anxiety as

feelings oftension and discomfort,negative evaluation ofself, and a tendency to be shy
and withdraw when others are present. Other than the three effects which are mentioned
above,socially oriented anxiety brings other cognitive, affective, and behavioral results.

(Fischer^ 1988). For example,affectively influenced students mayfeel tension and fear.

Cognitively affected students may experience difficulty in processing self-relevant
cognition. Behavioral aspects ofsocial anxiety cause increasesin inhibited actions.

Among the three dimension ofsocial anxieties, cognitive perspective has believed to
mostinfluence task performance,and a number ofresearch was conducted to examine the
relationship between the two.

According to a cognitive psychological perspective,it has been suggested that

anxietyinterferes with cognition when students perform specific tasks. Eysenck(1979)
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gave an explanation about whattype ofcognitive interference anxiety causes. He

illustrates that anxiety is associated with unattentiveness, self-related cognition such as
extreme self-evaluation, anxiety over possible failure, and concern over the evaluation of

others. The nervous and worried learner has divided attention between task-relevant

cognition and self-related cognition, since anxiety makes it difficult for him or her to

engage in effective cognitive performance. As a result, he or she will have a difficulty
processing task-relevantinformation, and the quality ofperformance will become less
efficient.

Tobias(1986)presumed that when tasks are more difficult, rely more heavily on
memory,and are not well organized, anxiety interferes with cognitive processing, and it

takes more time to processtaSk-relevantinformation. Maclntyre and Gardner(1991a)
adapted Tobias's(1986)model(stages ofinput,processing,and output)to examine the
effect ofanxiety oninput and outputin second language learning Theyfound

correlations betweenlanguage anxiety and second language performance at both the input
and output stages. Butin a study conducted in 1994,Maclntyre and Gardnerfound that

increased effort can make up for the effects ofanxiety on the quality ofperformance. It is
also found that as more time is spent to solve a task at hand,students become more

relaxed and suffer fi"om less anxietyin the information processing stage.
Anxiety can be experienced atits various levels. Distinction can be made

between state anxiety and trait anxiety(Spielberger, 1983). Learners who tend to become

anxiousin a variousrange ofsituations have trait anxiety. Forthem,being anxious
becomes a permanent characteristic oftheir personality. Learners who become anxious in
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some particular situation or when they experience certain kind ofact have state anxiety.
State anxiety is specific to a situation, and learners with state anxiety have cognitive

interference onlyfor a short period oftime(for example,when they have to speak in fi-ont
ofthe class).

Most ofthe research conducted onlanguage anxiety emphasizethe anxiety
experienced while speaking the second language(Maclntyre and Gardner, 1991b). Three
elements ofperformance anxiety which are specific to foreign language learning arp
presented by Horwitz,Horwit,and Cope(1986). These are communication apprehension,
test anxiety, and fear ofnegative evaluation. Communication apprehension occurs when

learners are unableto express theirideas appropriately. Test anxiety is experienced when

learners are afraid ofnegative academic evaluation. Fear ofnegative evalhation happe

)ens

whenlearners need to makeapositive socialimpressionon others. Foreignlanguage
learning anxiety can derive from a combination ofthe three,but Kaneko and Takami

(1994)state thatit is also affected by the threatto a person's concept ofselfwhenhe
or

she isforced to communicate withless proficiencyin aforeignlanguage than he or she
wishes. Language anxieties mainlyderive fi-om social amdeties. Thatis,learhefs have

personal and interpersond anxieties over communicating with othersin aforeign
language. This kind oflearner anxiety,according to Young(1991),is considered to result

fromlow self-esteem and competitiveness. When there is competitive atmospherein the

classroom,learners sometimes compare themselvesto others orto ideal selfwhom they
hope they should be,and this can lead to anxiety(Bailey, 1983).
Another way to a question about 'whatis anxiety?" can be drawn fi'om the
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distinction between debilitatiye and facilitative!anxiety(Alpert and Haber, 1960). When
learners are a little bit anxious or worried about completing a task at hand and experience
moderate amount oftension,this type ofanxiety is called facilitative anxiety and it is

considered to be a positive factor. Aslong aslearners have facilitative anxiety,they can
leam effectively and finish a task well because they have moderate amount oftension thait

worksin a positive way. On the otherhand,learners with deliberative anxiety tend to
withdraw fi^om the processes ofsecond language learning. Therefore,it is important that

the teacher presents activitieswhich promote students'facilitative anxiety and reduce the
debilitative effect oflanguage anxiety.
Hqw Can Teacher Promote A T.nw-Anxietv riassrooni Envirnnmpnt^

When the teacher niakes cofflfortable classroom environmentfor students,it
facilitates the process offoreign language learning. To minimize classroom anxieties

among the students. Young(1991)suggests that the instructors do more pair work,play
more games,and tailor tjieir activities to the affective needs ofthe learner(P.433).

LikcAvise,Price(1991b)suggeststhatlanguage anxiety diminishes when students workin
small groups,do pair work,and experience personalized languageinstruction. Once they
engage in group work,students naturallyincreasethe amount oftalking with their group
members,and comprehensible input is also increased(Long&Porter, 1985). Another

wayto lessen foreignlanguage anxiety is to adaptthe Naturalv%)pfoach. Developed by
Krashen and Terrell(1983),the theory advocates that the teacher give comprehensible
input to the learners at the beginning level oflanguage learning. This is because the

theory considers listening comprehension to be more importantthan speaking ability
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when it comes to developing learners'communicative competence in theforeign
language. By adapting group work and the Natural Approach,the teacher can make

learnersfeel comfortable in the foreignlanguage classroom and they can experience the
foreignlanguage learning efficiently. Too much tension and anxiety will preventlearners

from processing information effectively, but moderate amount oftension is necessary so
that the learners can finish their tasks successfully.
As another important thing for the teacher to remember,the teacher's role in a

foreign language classroom should be the one as a facilitator. The teacher should be
spontaneous,show moderate amount ofself-disclosure in the classroom,and become

actively involved in the various classroom activitiesjust as the students do. When the
teacher chooses classroom activities, he/she should select activities which make students

feel comfortable in the classroom,promotetheir self-esteem,and grow respectfor each
other.

To summarize what has been reviewed in Chapter Two,there arefourimportant

aspectsto remember when teaching Englishin Japan. Firstis to privide students not only
with grammaticalforms but also with matching socialfunctions oflanguage. Second is to
use authentic contexts and materials which fearure cultural/social realities ofthe

language. Third is to adapt cooperative learning methods. Fourth is to consider students'

affective aspects offoreign languagelearning. When these new variables are adopted to
the teaching units,the resultvwllbe draniatic. The Students will be ableto figure out
which appropriate linguisticformsto use for each specific social situation,know more
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about the culture and its cultural practices, which in turn makes it easier for them to

understand and acquire English. Also, students learn to help each other, and can benefit

fi-om each other in overall academic and social skills. By adapting affective education to

English teaching in Japan,students will be able to enjoy learning English and have higher

self-esteem after all. Forthese reasons,the adaptation ofthe four new aspects to Engli.sb
teaching practices in Japan may help to improve Japanese students' overall English
proficiency.
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CHAPTER THREE:

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

Incorporating TheoreticalPrinciples into Teaching Units

Why Is It Necessary to Plan Teaching Units Rased on the Theoretical PHnriples?
In Chapter Two,the literature is reviewed which caninform English teaching
practices in Japan. In this chapter, a theoreticalframework is offered to accommodate

basic principles into a teaching curriculum that willequip Japanese students with

communicative competence. In Chapter Two,four topics were explored that may help
improve Japanese students'English competency. Based on these perspectives,a
curriculum design will be created byincorporating these principles into the content of

each teaching unit. When these principles are incorporated into the teaching curriculum,
the classroom environment will be more active and more fun,and students will not have

to suffer from a monotonousEnglish learning process. They will have more opportunity
to use English in its social context, know more about cultural facts from authentic

materials,interact with and leam from their peers, and increase in respect toward

themselves and others. As a result,their overall communicative competence will be
enhanced.

Matching the Forms ofthe T.anpiiag«> with Snrial FimrHnnc

English teaching practices in Japaii mainly focus on the grammar translation

method and do not emphasize social/cultural aspects ofthelanguage. Students study
English to pass the entrance examinations, which consist mainly ofmultiple choice
questions asking about English grammar. Therefore, while most ofthe students are
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mandated to take English classes by the end ofhigh school/they can not use English
which fits specific social functions that are used in everyday communication. Students
have grammar knowledge,vocabulary, and know how to construct correct sentence

structure, but they do not have the practical knowledge ofhow to manipulate linguistic
forms to match each social function ofthe language.
For students to be able to use variousforms oflanguage according to each socM ;
situation and not to be embarrassed by saying irrelevant answers,the students should be

given more opportunities to practice real functional English. For that purpose,the teacher
needs to present social contexts in which students can leam as many linguistic functions
as possible. The students then will experience a real target culture environment in the

classroom. Their language skills grow naturally by participation and interestin the topic
that is introduced.
Prenarinp Aiithenfir Contexts and Materials tn Fii<-if riiitnraHv
TnterflftinrT

' When English language is taughtin Japan,learners study onlyto translate the text,
and do not have the opportunity to experience real communication situatidns where they
can use conversational English. The textbooks that are used are relatively rigid^ because

they are approved by Ministry ofEducation. To make English learning experience more
fim and enjoyable to the students,it is necessary to prepare authentic contexts and
materials that will hold their attention. By using authentic contexts and materials which

feature purposeful and culturally relevant information,students can know more about

American culture not only as that which is written in the textbooks,but also as facts that
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they can relate to their experiences.

When introducing American culture and social customs to the foreign language
students,it is important thatthe teacher comparesthem with that which is practiced in
Japan. In this way,studentsfeel more familiar with American culture and social customs
that are being introduced. They will examine similarities and differences ofthe social

customs between the two countries, and they can understand different thoughts orideas
that are held by the community members ofthat Culture better, and also behavioral
patterns that are practiced. Once students acquire cognitive representations ofa series of

events that arefrom American culture,they will enjoy communicating with people in
■ English. ■ •

, ^

Orpani?;ing Connerative T.earning Artivit^fs tn Farilifafe Mnr«> riascrnhm
Tnteraftinns BoWpn Stllflfnt'i

In the current English teaching classroomin Japan,the teacher isthe one who

always speaks and controlsthe class. Therefore,students do riot have enough oppprtunity
to practice oral English in the classroom. Nointeraction occurs between students,which

makesit difficult for the studentsto improve their overall English proficiency skills. For
successfulforeignlanguageacquisition to occur,interaction isimportant. When students

engagein small group activities,they becomeinvolved moreintensely,and they have
more chancesto practice English. A natural English-speaking environmetit will facilitate
the students' acquisition ofEnglish. Teaches therefcn-e shou^^^

into dailyschool curriculum and include social objectivesin their curriculum planning.
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There are in fact many positive results that peer-to-peer social interaction brings
to the students' academic achievement. Interaction between students brings broader
knowledge to the students because they share opinions with their peers, and learn new
things from others. Social interaction stimulates cognitive processing,and students better
understand overall cognitive concepts. A cooperative atmosphere in the classroom also
develops higher motivation and interpersonaltrust among students, who then suffer from
less anxiety. Students focus On getting involved in authentic conversation and interaction

with their peers, and are able to promote all aspects ofcommunication.
Developing Respectfor Oneselfand Othprs

In the Japanese education system,a majority ofstudents study English to pass the
entrance examinations to the colleges. They study English to pass the test, notfor the

purpose to have conversation with real peopleinEnglish. Teachers use a one-way
teaching method,and spend most ofthe time in the classroom giving lectures to the
students. The focus is the teacher, and not the students. Teachers give as rnucli
grammatical knowledge as possible to the students so that they can perform well on the

test. Students have too much information to memorize withoutany meaning attached.
This is painfulfor the students and also not very efficient forthem in terms oflong-term
retention.

As a result, students sometimes do not have high motivation because they can not

enjoy the experience oflearning English at school. They are always busy memorizing
English words oridioms without any social meanings being given to them. The priority
is to get higher scores on the test, and notto leam how to have an interesting conversation

with native speakers. In this way,they can not develop a positive sense ofselfbecause

too often,students'feelings or emotions are ignored. Also,students can not develop
communicative competence because all theylearn is to passthe test, not to become
socially competitiveEnglish speakers.

To make English learning process more fun,teachers need to create conifortable

classroom environmentforthe studentsso thatthey can have less anxiety aboutforeign
languagelearning. Also,teachersneed to promote positive self-esteem amongthe
students. Teachers can do this by presenting various kind ofactivitiesthat can promote
the way how studentsfeelaboutthemselves. When studentsknow thatthey are very
specialindividual and they are accepted for who they are,theylearn to respect
themselves, and also others.

In the next chapter,thefour perspectivesthat are outlined above are incorporated
into a cumculum project. The goals ofthe curriculum project are to match the forms of

thelanguage with socialfunctions so thatstudents can useEnglish appropriately,present
authentic contexts and materialsin orderto elicit culturally relevant and meaningful
interactions,facilitate more classroom interactions between students so that students can

build a supported community offoreign languagelearners and learn from each other,and
makethe English learning experience morefun and enjoyable and develop respectfor
oneselfand others.

Assessment

To assess how students are doing in class. Assessment Sheets are adapted for each
lesson. The objective ofthis projectis to incorporatefour new perspectivesinto the
15

teaching unit at the end ofthe project. These are social aspects ofEnglish,authentic
contexts and matenals,cooperative learning, and humanistic education. Since the lesson

plans mainly deal with social/cultural aspectsofEnglish and contain atleast two or mor^

perspectivesintroduced in theliterature review part,students can enjbylearning these
lessons and acquire English more easily. Theteacher can find the Assessment Sheet at
the end ofeachlesson. Ajlthe teacher hasto do isto distributereach AssessmentShept
every time he/she finishes teaching each one lesson,and evahiate how well students are

keeping up with the class. Some Assessment Sheetsrequirethatstutosmake pairkahd
practice conversing With apartner. Thisis to improve Japanese students'spdaking skills.

Since the dialoguesin the Assessment Sheets areinterestingand offer social/linguistic ;

contentto English teaching,studentsshould notsufferfrom rote ni6morization and:^
instead enjoy live conversation ydth a partner.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
CURRICULUM UNITS

Unitl Having a Chit-Chat

In this unit,studentsleam speeific linguistic functions that are necessaryin their
eveiyday lives. Theyleam how to start a conversation with people,how to talk about
their interests, how to talk about theirfamily,how to make a date, how to talk about

travel/vacations, and how to make plans. In the process oflearning these functions,
students enjoy the authentic interactions that are created between the peersin the

classroom. As a result,the unit will help students to becomea gbod speaker ofEnglish.
Lesson I: Getting AcqniaintpH

Objectives. Leam how to start a conversation with a Stranger and getto know each
Other,learn how to talk about themselves and get Others to talk about themselves.
Warm-Up. Before starting the lesson,the teacher explainsthe difference between

an acquaintance and a fiiend. An acquaintance is someone one knows,but not very well
When one meets an acquaintance,one often has a short,fnendly conversation about a
safe topic. A safe topicis one thatis nottoo personal,such as sports or the weather. This
kind ofconversation ikcalled Smalltalk.

Activity 1. Give students Sheet 1-1,knd then ask students whetherthere is new

vocabulary unfaimliar to them. Ifthey have any,explain the meaning ofthose words and
practice them with the class. After they read Sheet I-1,studentsform pairs and start a

conversation. Here are some usefulways ofstarting a conversation with a stranger.
Students can choose one opening below and start a conversation.
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Horrible weather we are having.
Do you need a hand?

Do you need any help?

Excuse me,is anybody sitting here?
Say, don't I know you from somewhere?

Sorry,I couldn't help overhearing- did you mention something
about...

Excuse me,have you got a hght?

Uh,could you help me,I'm looking for...
(Jones and Von Bayer, 1983)

Then,the teacher gives the students Sheet 1-2,presenting some waysto greet a person
one hasjust met. Using this as an example,students talk to a partner. Tell the students to

be friendly and talk aboutthemselves to a partner. Also,there is a dialogue where Joe is

talking to Chen,his acquaintance. Students practice small talk with a partner learning
how to start a conversation with an acquaintance.

Activity 2. Give student Sheet 1-3. Tell students to form pairs, and check the places
where they have most often had small talk with strangers. Have them discuss answers

with classmates(1). Then,have them look atthe list ofthings people might do when they
meet someone for the first time. Check the things they usually do(2).

Activity 3. Have the studentslook at the list below and check the ones they think are
usually safe topics when they first meet a stranger. Have them put an X next to the ones
they think are usually not safe.
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1

the weather

9.

school

2.

sports

10.

free time

3-__ someone's health

ll._^ hobbies

4-

someone's appearance 12.

food

5.

the other person'sjob 13.

your friend

the cost ofsomething 14

your families

6-

the other person has

7.

someone you both know15.

^-—- vacations

16.

politics

people's ages or
salaries ,

(Hynes& Baichman, 1989)

Activity4. Thefollowing are examples ofquestionsto ask to your classmates.
Make pairs and discuss answers with classmates.

a. Why do you think some topics are usually safe, but others are
usually not safe?

b. Why are some topics safe only some ofthe time? Can you
■

give an example? ■

■

c.In other countries, what topics are usually not safe in small
talk with acquaintances?

(Hynes& Baichman, 1989)

/\ctivity 5. Distribute Sheet 1-4to the students. Ask them how they think about
these statements. Then discussthe questions.

Activity6(Assessment). Thisisto assess how students have made progress after
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learning this lesson. Have students choose one ofthe following situations. Tell them to

form pairs, and practice making small talk pretending that they are strangers to each
other.

,

_ ^

: a. waiting a long time at a bus stop

,

b. sitting on a park bench on a beautiful day
c. arriving for an appointment at a crowded dentist's office
(Hynes and Baichman, 1989)
Lesson 2; Talking about Interpsts

Object,ivefi. Learn how to talk about one's hobbies,interests, or concerns. Leam

how to ask about other people'sinterest,find common interests, and get close to them.
Activity 1. Distribute Sheet 2-1 to the students. The teacher readsthe dialogue with

the class. Ask students whether there are any unfamiliar wordsin the handout. Explain
to the studentsthe meaning ofthose words. Have the studentsform pairs, and practice
the dialogue in turn.

Activity ?,. Teach the students basic way to convey their interests and ask about

other people's hobbies. Examples are asfollows. Have them form pairs and ask each
other what they like to do.
What do you like to do?

I like(enjoy)football

He wantsto go to a football game.

I don't like soccer

He doesn't wantto .stay hnmp!

Do you like movies?

Does his wife wantto go to the

T (iO.

game*?
No. she,doesn't
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What kinds ofmovies do
you like?

Whv rinesn't she want to on?

I like love stones.

Because she doesn't like sports
(Elbaum & Peman, 1989)

Activity^. Have studentsform pairs and make their own dialogue using the

expressions learned in Activity 2. Tell studentsto ask their partners aboutthe things they

like or the activities theylike to do. Tell them to first ask a yes/no question. Examples
are as follows.

Example:

A:Do vou like natinnal hnliHayg?
B: Yes,I do.

A:How do you celebrate national holidays?

B:I invite my fiiends to my house, and we all enjoy food that
everybody brings,

go to concerts

read magazines

rock music(what kind ofmusic) nonfiction books

go to museums

stay home on Saturday night

art(what kind)(which artist)

go to parties

watch TV

invite people over

talk shows

get up early on Sunday morning

movies

listen to the radio

horror movies

eat popcorn at the movies
(Elbaum & Peman, 1989)

Activity 4. Tell studentsthe following: When we talk about activities we enjoy,
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we usually use words or phrases to describe the pleasure and positive feelings we get
from them. We also give reasons for the way we feel, and often offer additional

information to support our reasons. After the students finish discussing what they like to
do with their partners in Activity 3,the teacher tells students to discuss what they like to
do with their partner. What are some words and phrasesthat can be used to express

pleasure and positive feelings? (for example,fim,exciting, stimulating, relaxing, healthy,
and social etc. Playing basketball gives me energy. 1 feel refreshed after playing
basketball).

Activity 5. Distribute Sheet 2-2to the students, and tell them to ask their partner

aboutthe things he or she likes. Also,tell them to talk about the pleasure and positive
feelings these activities bring. Each student has to write a paper about"what I like to do"

Activity 6. After students finish Activity 5,have them tell the class some interesting
things they learned about their partner's likes and dislikes.

Activity 7. There are other ways to express our feelings and add more

information to them. Discuss with the class how they feel about activities they like and
why they feel that way. Here are some phrases to help.
Ijust love

because...

I'm crazy about

because...

I absolutely love

because...

What I really like about
What I find so

is that
about

What I really enjoy about
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is that

is that...

(Hynes& Baichman, 1989)

Activity 8. Comprehensive Test(Assessment)

Have students choose one ofthe following topics and discuss it with a partner who chose
the same topic.

1. Talk about some things you like to do on the weekends.

2. Talk about some things you want to do or plan to do in the
next 5 years.
3. Ask the teacher about the activities he or she likes or wants

to do.

(Elbaum &Peman, 1989)

Lesson 3: Talking ahhiit Our Familit^s

Objectives. Leam to talk about our families,learn how to get others to talk about
their families, and to know more about each Other.

A£tiidly_l. Introduce vocabulary related to family to the class,

mother

niece/nephew

spouse(s)

father

grandparent(s)

husband/wife

sibling(s)

grandfather

descendent

sister/brother

grandmother

cousin

uncle/aunt

ancestor

Activity 2. Tell students to write about their family. Each student writes six words
that he/she associates with the idea offamily life.

Actiyity 3. Distribute Sheet 3-1. Ask students to draw a family tree oftheir family.
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Tell them to write down at least three things about each family member. Give their full
names,personality, appearance,interests, occupation,important events in life, etc.

Activity 4. Have studentsform pairs and show each other his/her family tree. Then

ask each other about his/her family. Distribute Sheet 3-2 as an example ofhow to ask
other people about their family members.

Activity 5. Distribute Sheet3-3 to the class. Ask the students whether they know all
the wordsin the sheet. Ifnot, explain the meaning to the class. Have the students write a

paper about their families. Tell the students to write as much as they can about their

familiesin fifteen mmutes. Tellthem to hen spend five minutes reading what they write.
Shareit with a partner. Then have them write five sentences about their partners'family
Activity b. Have students answer the following questions,

1. Talk about a family member who is very different from you.
Tellthe class about his or her likes and wants and how they are different
from your own.

2. Have the students write down things they know about their grandparents
or great grandparents. Did they give yOu any advice? Did they tell you

whatthey have experienced \vhen they were young? How about your

p^ents? Did theygive you alot ofadvice(such as schoolwork,health,
fiiends,clothing, safety,getting married,future work,good manners,
etc)? What was the best advice you've ever received? Have
the students share with the class.

3, Write the name ofsomeone in yOur family(a brother, sister, uncle, aunt.

cousin, etc)whom;
1. You love

2. You don't like.
3. You admire.

4. You think needs help.
5. You would like to spend a week alone with.

Give reasons why you feel the way you do about them. Ask your classmates to
explain their feelings. Give examples.

Activity 7. Distribute Assessment Sheet 3-4 to the students. Have them compare
American families with Japanese families. How is an American family different from a
Japanese family? Give some examples.
Lesson 4; Making a Date

Objectives. To learn about how to start and maintain social relationships with

others,to know more aboutthe social customs ofdating in the US,and compare them
with those in Japan. To learn how to have a conversation with people in general.
Activity 1. Distribute Sheet 4-1 to the students. After reading the sheet, have the
students answer these questions.

Activity 2. Give Sheet4-2 and 4-3 to the students. These are examples of

dialogue ofhow to start a conversation and make a date. First, explain the meaning of

new vocabulary to the students. Then ask the students whatthey think about the way
people start a conversation and make a date in the handouts. Is making a date different in
their country? Ifso, how is it different? Have students write down the customs in their
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country. Sheet 4-2 includes questions and activities. Ask students to work on these
questions and activities.

Activity 3(1). Tell students to write a dialogue and make a date starting with the

following openings. Answer yes or no to the question.
Do you have any plans for Saturday?
What are you doing over the weekend?

Are you going to be busy this evening?

I was thinking ofgoing to a movie tonight. Would you like to come?
Are you doing anjrthing tonight?
Are you free Friday night?

I'm going to a play with a group offriends. Would you like tojoin us?
To say Yes!

That'd be very nice.
I'd love to.

That's a great idea.
To say No!

Sorry,I'm afraid I'm busy tonight.

Sorry,I've got to baby-sit tonight.

Tonight's a problem,

about tomorrow night?

It's really nice ofyou to ask, but...

I'd really like to, but the problem is...

Thanksfor the offer, hutI'm afraid not.
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(Jones& Von Bayer, 1983)

Activity 3(2). The teacher tells students to try to make date with the people one has

contacted earlier. One way to start a conversation might be: Oh,it's nice to see you

again. How are you? Students need to know that ifhe/she becomes too friendly or
emotional,the person he/she is talking to may think he/she wants a favor or that he/she is

not sincere. Ifshe/he is not friendly enough,he/she willsound rude. Have them try
several times to start a conversation with different partners until they feel comfortable

with the expressions.

(Jones& Bayer, 1983)

Activity 4 Distribute Sheet 4-4to the students. Read with the whole class, so that
the students understand. After reading Sheet 4-4, give Sheet 4-5 to the students. Have

them form pairs, and discuss the answers. When students are finished, ask the students

for answers, making adjustment to the answers ifnecessary. After the class finishes

reading Sheet 4-4, explain further about American dating customs, (for example,teens

usually introduce boyfriend/girlfriend to their parents when he/she shows up,or they have
curfews, etc). Tell students to ask questions about Sheet4-4 ifthey have any.
Activity 5- Read Sheet 4-6 to the class. Then tell students to make groups and

discuss the answers. Write each question on the board. Give enough time to the students
so that they can copy all the questions. Tell them to write down the answers next to the
questions in their notes.

Activity

Tell the students itis a good idea to write to magazines when they have

questions about dating customs. Many American newspapers and magazines have

advice columns that answerletters fr-om people asking for advice on love problems or
other problems. Distribute a Sample Letter 4-7 to thestudents. Have them read the
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sheet, and discuss what the wpnian should do. Also,some other problems are written at

the bottom ofthe sheet. Have the students make groups of3 or 4 people and discuss the
problems. When they are finished, ask the class for answers and find out the best
possible solutions.

Activity 7- Distribute Sheet 4-8 to the students to find out what qualities they want a
boyfiiend/girlfnend to have when they choose him/her. After students finish, have them
m^e pairs and discuss why it is important for your boyfiiend/girlfnend to have that
quality.

Activity ?. Distribute Assessment Sheet 4-9 to the students. Have the students

make pairs and discuss the answers about social customs ofdating in the United States.
Tell them to use words such as"often,""usually,""sohie," or"most". Ifthey don't know
the answer,tell them to ask.
Lesson 5: Talkinp ahnnf TravplA^flcatinns

Objectives. Leam to talk with people about travel/vacation plans,letting them

know what you wantto do or where you wantto go. Leam about U. S. big cities and
make a reasonable travel plan.

Activity 1. Repeat to the students a good memory ofyour travel experiences. Then,

students team up into pairs and explain to the partner his/her unforgettable travel

ejqjeriences. Atthe end,each student writes down his/her experiences in detail.(When
did it happen? Where did you go? Who did you go with? Did you have a good time?)
Start with the following sentence."The nicest vacation I've ever taken was when I
Give Sheet 5-1 to the students and tell them to work on the answers
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themselves. Once they are finished, have them form pairs and tell each other about

his/her dream trip. Also, have them write down five important things when they choose
ideal vacation spot.

Activity 3. Have the studentsform pairs, and discuss the following questions. The
students can draw answers fi^om their own experiences.

Whatdo people fi-bm your country like to do for vacations? When(whattime ofyear)do
people take vacations? Do people travel as a family? What kinds ofaccommodations
are available? Whatfamous tourist traps are there in your country? Whatis the most
common way to travel? Have you ever had problems with airlines? What happened?
What did you do?

Example; A : How do youTike to travel?

B:By air. My home is too far away for me to drive or go by ship
A: Where do you like to go on your vacation?
B:Florida. It's warm enough for me to .swim

Activity 4. Distribute Sheet 5-2 to the students. It is about San Francisco. Have

them read it carefully. Before reading Sheet 5-2, have the students practice the new

words. After they finish reading,have them answer the questions for understanding.

When they finish, give Sheet 5-3. It is a letter Sofia wrote to herfamily about Chicago.
First,introduce new vocabulary words to the students,then read it. The teacher also tells

more about Chicago. After that, have the students work on the questions for
understanding.

Activity 5. Distribute Sheet 5-4to the students. Tony and Amy are looking forward
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to visiting San Francisco on June 12. They are going to spend three nights there. Their
budget is up to 350 US dollars per person.

1. Which airline companies are available on the tour for Tony and Amy?
2. Which hotels can Tony and Ainy stay within the budget?
3. They plan to have dinner at those restaurants in Chinatown every
night. Which hotel has the most convenient locations?

4. For the three-night tour for which they applied, Tony and Amy can make
selections among the exciting activities written on the sheet. Have studehts forin

pairs, and decide which activities theybothwant tojoin. They can choose each
one from category A and B(a dinner at one ofthe good restaurants)

5. They wantto visit Chinatown and Golden Gate Bridge while they are in San
Francisco. Since there is no tour,they decide to rent a car. Iscarrental
available? Ifso, what is the name ofthe car rental company and how much do
they have to pay for three days?

Activity6 Tell students to check the 3 cities you would like to visit.

(

)Shanghai,
• China

(

)San Francisco, (
USA

(

)Montreal,

(

)Nairobi,
■ ■ /■ •■ •Kenya

Canada

(

) Cairo,

(

(
.

) Mexico city,
Mexico

)Rome,
, Italy
)Vienna,
Austria

(

) Bombay,
India

Have students tell their partner about the cities they have checked. The following is
useful language.
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Why would vou like to visit

?

What would you like to do in

?

What would you like to see in _____?
I'd like to visit

because

Activity 7(for Assessment). Students want to visit one ofthe cities listed above,
but need to find out more information about each one before making a choice. Tell
stuents to ask their partner questions about:

the weather

the average price ofa hotel room

popular food

the average price ofdinner for two

popular tourist sights
Lesson 6: Making Plan*;

Objectives- Leam to make good future plans and be able to talk aboutfuture plans
with others.

Activity 1. Give students Sheet 6-1. Have them make plans for the month. Are

there any special events or holidays coming up? Is there anything you need to do this

month? Have the students write down importantthings in detail,then ask their partners
about his/her plans.

Activity 2. Distribute Sheet 6-2. Read the sheet with the whole class. After one is

sure that the students understand the dialogue, practice new vocabulary. Have them form
pairs and practice new words.

Activity 3. Distribute Sheet 6-3 to the students. Ask other students about Tom's

future plans. First, ask a yes/no question. Then use the words in parenthesis to ask
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another question.

Activity 4. Give Sheet 6-4to the students. Have them form pairs, and ask another

student about his/her plans for the immediate future. Assign writing about the immediate

future to the students. Questions to be answered are : What do you want to be when you
grow up? Which school do you want to go? Where do you want to live? Do you want to
get married? etc..

Activity 5- Give Sheet 6-5 to the students. Have them form pairs, and ask a partner
about his or her plans for this weekend. When they are finished, have each tell the
interesting things their partner is planning for the next weekend.
Activity 6. Give Assessment Sheet 6-6 to the students. Tell them to find an adult

whom they know,and ask him/her these questions.
Unit2 Group Travel Plans

This unit includes lessons about group travel plans which will improve Japanese
students' proficiency in English. The unit will helpi students to be a good speaker of

English by 1)talking about how to get around,2)sightseeing,3)expressing preferences,
4)discussing pro's and con's,5)talking about expenses, and 6)staying at a hotel. After
completing this unit, students will be able to express their thoughts and opinions more

clearly when they go traveling with their fiiends, and also will be able to have a great
time during their stay.
Lesson t: Getting Arnnnrl

Objectives. Learn how to get around. Learn about simple,transportation from one
place to another.
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Distribute Sheet 7-1 to the students. After reading the sheet, explain to

the students about transportation situations in the U.S. What kind ofpublic transportation
is available? Which one is the most convenient? Discuss in class.

Activity 2 Grive Sheet 7-2 to the students. Have them form pairs, arid read each
part. When this is finished, have the students practice making a reservation

Activity 3. Hand Sheet 7-3 to the students. In the dialogue, a man is calling a travel

agency. Have the studentsform pairs, and practice the dialogue,taking turns reading.
Activity 4. Distribute Sheet 7-4 to the students. These are timetables. Have them

look at the timetables carefully, and answer the question.
Activity 5 Have the students take a look at the advertisement in Sheet 7-5. Have

them answer the questions about the cab company.

Activity b. Have the students read Sheet 7-6 to the class. Explain transportation
systems in major cities.

Activity 7. Distribute Assessment Sheet 7-7 to the students. Have them fill in the
blanks.

Lesson 2: Sightseeing

Objectives. Learn how to find out what's going on by using the newspaper. Ask
about what thereis to do,reading ads about concerts and other event.

Acti\nty 1. Distribute Sheet 8-1 to the students. Read the sheet to the students,
explaining ways to find out things to do in cities. After students understand the sheet,
have them answer the questions.

Activity 2 Explain English expressions concerning how to ask advice about what
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there is to do. The examples are as follows. Have the students choose a partner and
practice. Have them talk about such things as concerts, movies, sports events, art shows,
museums,zoos, excursions, tours,restaurants, places to go dancing, skiing, swimming

and shopping, and a place to buy running shoesin or near their town. Point out the sights
they should definitely see.
Excuse me,but I'm new in this town.

Do you have any idea where I can find...?

Do you know where I can buy(find)...?
Could you give me some advice on...?
I was wondering ifyou knew...
Could you tell me where...?

Would you mind giving me some advice about...?
Do you know anything about...?
Answers

Xea

m

Sure.

I'm sorry. I don't.

Okay.

I wish I could help you,but I really don't know.

I'd love to.

I'm really sorry I can't help.
I'm not sure. Let me check.

Activity 3. Distribute Sheet 8-2to the students. You and your friends are spending a

day in Washington,D.C. There are many popular tourist attractions—too many for one
day. Check the five sights you would most like to see and why.
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ActmtjLJ. Have the students form pairs, and talk about the capital city oftheir
country. Is it similar to Washington,D;C? Is it an old or young city? What is its

history? Compare the city they are in now to this capital city.

Activity 5- I>ook at the map ofNew York in Sheet 8-3. Have students plan an eight-

hour sightseeing day there. Decide which places they will visit and how much time they
will spend at each place. Fill in the chart below.
Example

Place

Time

Union Square

20 minute.s

Activity 6(Assessment). Have students circle the places they will visit on the map

ofNew York. Whatis the most timesaving order in which to visit them? On the map,
have students number the places in the order in which they will visit them. Have them
take turns giving directions from one place to the next.
Lesson 3: Expressing Preferenres

Objectives. Leam to let people know what you want to do. Give reasons for what
you like or dislike.

Activity 1. Tell the following to the students. When finished, explain to the
students examples ofways to agree or disagree with others.

When people express preferences,likes and dislikes in Casual conversations,they
use informal language. People usually support their preferences by adding reasonsfor

liking and disliking something. People let others know ifthey feel the same way by
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expressing their own likes and dislikes. This can sometimes be a way ofagreeing or
disagreeing.

Agreeing with someone's preferences.

Ok
Sure

Yes,ofcourse
I'd be glad to

That really sounds good to me.

I couldn't agree more

That's a great idea.

I agree with you. I thiiik so,too.

You are(That's)right!

That's exactly what I was thinking.

I'd go along with that idea.

That's exactly how I feel

There is no doubt about it

Absolutely!

That's my opinion,too

Definitely!

Disagreeing with someone's preferences.
I don't think so.

That's not what I had in mind

I'm not too crazy about it.

I don't like it, either.

I see your point but...

I must sayI'd rather...

I'm sorry, but...

I can't accept that.

You haven't convinced me that...

I'd rathernot.

On the Other hand.

True(Yes),but...

I disagree with you

That's an interesting point ofview but...

I disagree with what you are saying
Noway.

Ican'tdothat

That's a very good idea, but...

I don't think I quite agree

I respect your opinion but I think .
I see what you mean but...

I see your point but...

It all sounds quite interesting but...

I'm not sure ifI agree with you completely on...
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I understand what you are saying, but in my opinion..
I hate to disagree with you, but I believe....

Activity 2- Have students talk to their partner about what they like or what you like
to do. Then have them explain why they like it(doing it). Also, have them tell their

partner what they don'tlike or whatthey don't like to do. Explain why. Whether yOu
agree or disagree with their partner,they need to give him/her reasons why they do or
don't agree.

Useful language

Hike(to)....
I prefer

I don't like(to)...
hecan.se

Agreeing with someone's likes.

Me,too.

So,do I(am I).

I do,too(I am).

Agreeing with someone's dislikes

Neither do 1.

T donT either(I am not, either).

Nor am I.

Activity 3, Distribute Sheet 9-1 to the students. Have them practice expressing an
opinion and then agreeing with it.

Activity 4- Distribute Sheet 9-2to the students. Have them practice expressing an
opinion and disagreeing with it.

Activity 5- Distribute Sheet9-3 to the students. Have them complete the dialogue.
ArtMy 6. Distribute Assessment Sheet9-4 to the students. Have them make pairs,
and practice the dialogs. After they finish, answer the questions.
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Lesson 4: nisriissing Pros and Tons

Objectives. To be able to state one's opinions clearly, and support one's opinions.
Activity T. To find out what other person thinks about a topic, we often ask

questions like"What do vou think about

?" Here are some beginnings of

questions about Other people's opinions. Have students make pairs and ask each other
questions they want to know.
Are you opposed to....?
in fayor of...?

What do you think about...?

What's your opinion about/on...?
How do you feel about...?

I'd be interested to know your thoughts on...

Expressing opinions(responding)
Tthink(believe,feel)that...

In my opinion.....

It seems to me that.....

AsIsee it ...

Personally(frankly),1 think.....

Activity 2. When we discuss pros and cons with someone,we let him/her know

whether we are either for or against his/her opinion first. Then we offer a reason why we

think that way. The following is some expressipns which can be used when discussing
pros and cons(Sheet 10-1). Have students answer the questions using the expressions.

Activity 3. Have students make groups offour to five. Have them choose a topic
from below and discuss using the expressions introduced in Activity 1 and 2.
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1. A six-month yacht trip around the world.

2. A three-week mountain-climbing vacation in the Himalayas.
3. Go scuba-diving and feed sharks in the water.

5

4. A brie-month safari in Africa.

5. A two-month drive from Sweden to Greece.

Example; A:What do you think about a six-month trip around the world?
B: I think it will be really exciting. I can enjoy being in the sea all
day long.

Activity 4- Distribute Sheet 10-2 to students. Have them make groups and discuss

pros and cons regarding the topics given.
Activity 5. Have students make pairs, and practice Sheet 10-3. After they are
frnished, have them discuss pros and cons about the topics given.

Activity b- Distribute Assessment Sheet 10-4 to the students. Have them make pairs,
and act out the dialogues using appropriate tone ofvoice and gestures. When they are
finished, have them answer the questions.
Lesson 5; Travel Expenses

Objectives. To be able to plan a reasonable travel budget

Activity 1. Tell studentsto plan a budgetfor the nexttime they go out somewhere

(movie,shopping, amusement park, etc...). They can plan a trip to the zoo with their

classmates,for example. Then have them talk about how much they should bring, being
careful not to spend too much,and plan a budget(Sheet 11-1).
Activity 2. Have them make groups offour to five and decide where they wantto

go and what they want to do for a vacation. Then plan a budget including transportation,

accommodation,meals, and other expenses. Ask travel agencies about the packages if
necessary. Then write down the details in Sheet 11-2.

Activity 3. Distribute Sheet 11-3 to students. Have them take roles and practice the
dialogue.

Activity 4. Have students think about the trip they recently made. Have them

remember the item on which they spent most oftheir money in Sheet 11-4. Then have
them think about alternative budget plans which would have been better. Have them
guess how they could have spent the money.
Activity 5. Distribute Sheet 11-5 to students. Have them find each word.

Actiyity

Distribute Assessment Sheet 11-6 to students. Directions;You are going

to visit New Orleans for one week with your fi-iends. You already applied to a travel
package for which you have to pay $1,200. This includes round-trip airfare, hotels, and
meals. Try to figure out how long it takes for you to save the money. Write down your

monthly expenses. Remember,you need money for miscellaneous, and presents for your
fiiends/family.
Lesson 6: Staving At a Hnt<>l

ObjhPtiygS- Leam how to find places to stay. Leam how to make reservations over
the phone.

Activity 1. Distribute Sheet 12-1. It is about how to find places to stay. Read with

the whole class. Then have them write down the ways to find places to stay when they
havejust arrived in the US.
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Activity 2. Explain to the students the fnllnwing words
People who work at hotels
desk clerk

maid

switchboad operator

bellman

room service waiter

These are typical robins in hotels. Why do people go there and what is special about each

front desk

meeting room

piano bar

Ibbby

gameroom

elevator

suite

gift shop

Activity 3 Have students form pairs and practice conversation in Sheet 12-2.
Pretend you need to find a place to stay. After they are finished, have them answer the
questions.
Activity 4. Distribute Sheet 12-3 to students. Have them read the conversations

and answer the questions.

Activity "i. Hand Sheet 12-4 to the class. Have them look at the ad and answer the
questions.

Activity 6. Hand Assessment Sheet 12-5 to the class. Have them form pairs and act
outthe dialogue. When finished, have them take turns. Then answer the questions.
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APPENDIX:

LESSON MATERIALS

,1-1 "
Jim:

Nice day,isn't it?

Brian. Oh,it sure is. Ilove being here, especially on a daylike today.
Jim:

I know. Ifeel the same way,too. Anyway,do you live near here?

Brian: Oh,I live 5 miiiutes from here.

Jim:

That's not bad. I live 15 minutesfrom here. I decided to come here

becauseIwanted to enjoy being in the nature. This park has many kinds of
flowers and trees, and you can hear birds singing.

Bnan: Yeah,it's beautiful. For me,itisimportantto spend time relaxing like thisin the
park. Myjob is very hectic everyday,so I do enjoy spending time here. I can
forget all the busy city life styles.

Jim.

You must be a pretty busy man. MayI ask you what you do?

Bnan: Oh,I workfor a computer company named J-Wave whereI program
new computer software for the computer market. These days the demandsfor

computer software are expanding so we have a difficult time keeping up with
the customer's needs.

Jim:

Wow,I see...
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1-2

Examples to Start a Conversation

How do you do? My name is John.
It's nice meeting you. My name is....

How are you doing?
It is my pleasure meeting you.
Let me introduce myself. My name is...

Hi! How are you? My name is.... What's your name?
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1-2

Dialogue

Joe:

ffi! Chen. Haven't seen you for a while. Do you live
around here?

Chen:

Oh,Hi,Joe. It's been ages, hasn't it? Ijust moved in.
Actually,I'm having a party tonight at my new apartment with some
ofmy friends. The party starts at 6:00.

Joe:

Oh,it is very kind ofyou to invite me. Should I bring anything?

Chen:

Oh,no. Just bring yourself. The address is 372 Mason
Avenue.

Joe:

OK,then,I'll see you at 6:00 pm at your house.

Chen:

OK. See you later.
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1-3

(1)

1. at a bus stop

6. in a bank

2. In an elevator

7. in a supermarket

3. in a parking lot
4. on a street

5. on the subway

8. in a doctor's office

9. at a park
lO.inastore

(Hynes& Baichman, 1989)

(2)

shake hands

kiss her/him on the cheek

use his/her first name

find out what his/her interests are

ask what his/herjob is

give him/her your business card

buy him/her a drink

touch him/her on the arm

ask how much he/she earns stand very close to him/her

look at him/her directly

hug him/her when you say good-bye

smile and laugh a lot

put your hands in your pockets and
lean against the wall.

bow to him/her
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. 1-4

Making Small Talk

1. Are these statements true or false? Write T or F. Then discuss answers.
a.

You must begin small talk with a question, not a statement.

b

Strangers usually expect you to agree with them when
you are making small talk.

c

A good way to respond to small talk is to add more

information.

2. Discuss these questions.

a. Have you made small talk with a stranger recently? What did you talk about? Did
the stranger respond the way you expected?

b.Do you think there is more small talk between strangers in
English-speaking countries than in other countries? Why?
(Hynes&Baichman, 1989)
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2-1

A husband wife are talking about what they want to do on the weekend.

H: Do you want to go the Bears game this weekend with the Thompsons?
W: You know I don't like football. And besides,I don't like Fred
Thompson very much either.

H: Come on, honey. Everyone likes football but you. And we all really want to see the
game. The Thompsons have 4 great seats on the 50 yard hne.
W: Oh,all right. But next weekend I want to go to that new movie at the
Biograph.
H: I hope it's not another one ofthose science fiction movies. I don't want to sit

through two hours ofspace wars again.

W: Don't worry. You'll like this one. It's about a foothall player.

(Elbaum & Peman, 1989)
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2-2

Example: swim(where)

A:Do you like to swim?
B: Yes,1 do.

A:Where do you like to swim?
B:Hike to swim in the ocean,

play volleyball(where)

Chinese food(what kind offood)

go bowling(where)(who ... with) eatin restaurants(where)
tennis(why)(which sports)

talk on the phone

watch sports on TV(which)(when)saw(what...make)

soccer(...to watch or play)

take pictures(what...of)

play chess(who...with)(what other games)

the American way oflife(why)

cook(how often)

go shopping(when)
dress up(what...wear)(when)
travel(when)
stay in hotels(why)

write letters(why)

(Elbaum &Peman, 1989)
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Write your own family tree.

•

l/TftV

r/^
iN:

V
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"• ->l.y
-Wv^,

.112
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Their names

Tell at least three things about them.
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These are examples ofhow to ask questions when you need to get more information
about other people's family members.
Could you tell me some more about...

Would you mind telling me more about...
I'd like to know more about...
What I'd like to know is...

Sorry to keep after you,but could you tell me...
How many brothers and sisters have you got?

What are they called?

How old is/are your...?

What do they do?

Are you married or single?

What do your parents do?

What about your cousins/uncles/grandparents?
Where do you live?
Do you have any children?

How many sons and daughters do you have?

How many aunts and uncles do you have on your mother's side?
Do you have a lot ofcousins?
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Hellp, my nmne is Lisa. I anif0urteeh years old; I live with my parents in the suburb of
Richmond. I have two brothers and one sister. My brother Mike,who is 16 years-old,
goes to high school. He plays baseball and he is a member ofthe school baseball team.

The other brother Steve, who is seven years-old,is first grade in elementary school. He

likes math and wants to be a Cardiologist. My sister Patricia, who is nine years-old,is

third grade in elementary school. She hkes swimming. She practices swimming
everyday after school at a school gym. She wants to bein Olympics someday. My

father worksfor American Airlines. He is a pilot. He flies to all over the world. My
mom is a housewife. She stays home and takes care ofme,my brothers and my sister.

During weekends,we like to go on a picnic to a mountain near our house. It's very

beautiful. We enjoy beautiful sceneries and air. I like spending time with my
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Assessment Sheet

The following statistics are about Americans.

Sixty five percent ofAmerican families own a house.
Seventy four percent ofAmericans live in urban areas.

Twenty six percent ofAmerican children live with only one parent.
Sixteen percent ofAmericans have a college degree.
Seventy five percent oftoday's teenagers finish high school.
Twelve percent ofAmericans are over 65 years old.

Fifty percent ofAmerican women are working or looking for work.
The average American moves 14 times in his or her life.

The average life expectancyis 74(70for men,78 for women).

The median age is 32(halfthe people are older, halfare younger).
Discussion

Complete the statementsin as many difFerent ways as you can;

1. Most American families

hut mostfamilies from my country

2. Most American college students ______ but most college students from
my country

,.

(Elbaum & Peman, 1989)
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Americto high school students often go out on dates.

Boys usually ask girls for dates, but sometimes girls ask boys out.

Teenagers often go on double dates. Two couples,two boys and two girls, go out
together.

Friday and Saturday evenings are the most common times for dates.

Movies, parties, and school dances are popular places to go on dates.

Mostteenagers' parents like to meet their child's date before the teens go out.
Parents usually tell the young people what time they must be home from their date.

For most American teenagers, dating is a fun part ofgrowing up.
Questions for understanding
Ask the students these questions.

1. What is double-dating?

2. When and where do teenagers usually go on dates?
3. What part do parents play in dating?
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-.'■■4-2 ' ;' ■ R: "Hello, Nancy, this is Robert. I'm in your history class."
N: "Hi, Robert. Iknow who you are."

R:

"I'm sorryIdidn't get a chance to talk to you at school today"

N:

"Oh, really? Did you want to tell me something?"

R:

"Actually,Iwanted to ask if you would go to the school dance withme onFriday."

N:

"I'd like to go, Robert, but my parents won't let me single-date."

R;

"That's O.K. We could go withRick Harsh and Jeanie Mendoza. You know them,
don't you?"

N: Iknow Rick. He is in my English class, and my parents know his
parents."

R:

"Great! Can we pick you up at 7;30 onFriday? The dance starts at 8:00."

N:

"That's fine, butIthink my mother would like to meet you first."

R:

"No problem. Why don'tIdrive you home from school tomorrow? Ican meet her
them."

N: "That sounds good. Thanks for calling, Robert. I'll see you tomorrow."
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Questions for Understanding
Ask the students these questions
1. Why is Robert calling Nancy?
2. When is the school dance?

3. What must Robert do before the dance?
4. Who are Rick Harsh and Jeanie Mendoza?
Activities

Assign these activities to small groups.
1. Make a list ofgood places to go on a date.

2. Make a list ofdating rules that teenagers should follow.
3. Conduct a survey among the students in your school to determine the
favorite place to go on a date.
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A;Excuse me,do you mind ifI sit here?

B;No,ofcourse not. I'lljust move my coat.
A: Thanks. Nice day,isn't it?
B: Yeah,it really is.

A: Would you like a cigarette?
B: Oh,thanks.

A:You might find them pretty strong.
B: Oh that's all right. I like strong ones.

(Jones& Yon Bayer, 1983)
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Facts about American Dating Customs.

American high school students often go out on dates. Boys usually ask girls for

dates, but sometimes girls ask boys out. Some boys and girls may start dating or going
out as early as thirteen or fourteen years old. That means they will go somewhere alone

or with other friends without any adults along. Later when they can drive(about sixteen
or seventeen),it is acceptable for a boy and a girl to go out together in a car.

Some people feel more comfortable when they go out with a group ofpeople than

they do when they arejust with one person. Teenagers often go on double dates, and two
couples go outtogether. In the US,people tend to date a lot before they are ready to settle

down. Dating does not niean that the boy and the girl will get married. On the Contrary,
people think it is a good idea for young adults to go out with different members ofthe

opposite sex. That way they will meet different kinds ofpeople and leam what kind of
person they really want to marry.

Some couples who are in their twenties or older may share ah apartment and "live

together" before they get married- They think this helps to see whether a marriage might
work. But still many parents are opposed to young people living together before
marriage.

(Dresser, 1993)
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Cultural Exchange

Write down the answers to the questions below and share your answers with your
classmates. Give answers to the situation given it happens in the United States and in
your country.

1. Can an unmarried male and female go out alone together? Beginning at what age?
2. Can a male visit a female's home without their being engaged?

3. Can a woman date someone other than the man she will marry?
4. Must parents approve oftheir daughter's date?

5. How do young adults find marriage partners?(friends? family? dating services?
advertisements? other?)

6. What is the usual age difference for an engaged couple?

7. What is a typical age at which women marry? Whatis a typical age for men?
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In the United States, some women feel eomfortable asking men out on dates, but

it's still difficult for many women to ask a man out. Is it cohimOn in your country for a
woman to ask a man out on a date? Ifa woman asks a man outj should she choose where

they will go and whatthey will do? Ifa woman asks a man out, should she pay for
eveiything? Do you think that it is important to spend a lot ofmoney ifyou wantto
impress someone? Is it hard for you to say no to someone who asks you out? When do
you pay your own way when you go out with someone? Ifyou are a man what would

you do ifa woman offered to pay for herself? Ifyou are a woman,when would you offer
to share the bill with your date? Have you ever been to a really great party? Where and
when was it?

(Dresser, 1993)
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Dear Broken Hearts Club:

I ain a twenty-^five-yeaf-old single wom^

in a bank. I am very happy

with myjob. I like going out on weekends with my co-workers. We go shopping,to the
movies, and eat out. My problem is that I am the only one ofmy brothers and sisters who

is not married. My parents are very unhappy about this. They believe that all women
should get married and have children, butI am not interested. I would ratherjust have a
career. And me the bank is offering me a promotion.
My parents are against this. They want me to marry a friend oftheirs—an older

businessman. He would like that too, but Ijust don't care for him at all. My parents are
pressuring me into a marriage with this man and I am torn between pleasing my parents
and pleasing myself. What should I do?
Other problems

1. My boyfnend and I wantto get married but my family hates his long hair.
2.1 don't know how to meet young women even though I am handsome.

3. Men arejust interested inn me for my looks;they don't take me seriously as a
person.

4.1 love my boyfriend, but I don't know how to tell him he needs totake showers
more often.

5.1 have fallen in love with the man engaged to my sister and I think he
loves me,too.

6. My wife would rather spend time with her friends than with me.
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7. My girlfiiend is wonderful but I've heard that she flirts with other
guys behind my back.

8.1 love my girlfriend but she has a three-year-old son who she brings on all our
dates.

9. My boyfriend has a bad temper and when we go out I get embarrassed by how
he's always yelling at waiters, salespeople, and everyone else.

10. I'm dating a woman from another culture, and when her family gets
together they don't speak mylanguage.

(Dresser, 1993)
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The Perfect Partner

Everybody has a different idea ofthe ideal boyfriend or girlfriend. Putthe following
qualities in order ofimportance.

A Good looks...

F

Lets you decide things...

B

Patience...

G

Sexiness...

C

Plenty ofmoney...

H Popular with your family...

D

Interests you both share... I

Popular with your other
friends...

E

Being tall

J
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Dresses nicely
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Assessment Sheet

Example: talk about their feelings

A:Do American couples often talk about their feelings?
B: Most couples do.

1. hug each other

8. married men wear a wedding ring

2. kiss each other in public

9. married men go out with their
menftiends

3. hold hands

10. married men help their wives with
the housework

4. touch each other when speaking

5. men open door for women 11. married men spend time with
children

6. have friends who are opposite sex
7. argue in public

12. married women work
13, married woman use their
husband's last name

(Elbaum & Peman, 1989)
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Your Ideal Vacation

What kind ofvacation would you like to take? Fill in the blanks with your preferences.
Then discuss your preferences with your partner.

1. Type ofvacation(for example: safari, cruise, backpacking,...)
2. Location(seaside, big city,...)

8. Glothing

3. Countries(London,Canada,...)

9. Types oftransportation

4. Season or month(fall, September,...) 10. Accommodations(luxury
hotels, campsites,...)

5. Cost(oftransportation/admission ticket/meal/snack).

6. A list ofthings to take with you(camera? umbrella? swimsuit?)
7. Activities(shopping,lying on the beach,...)
Questions to ask

1. Why do you like to go there?

2. What's special about the place you want to go?
3. What kind ofvacation are you going to take?

4. Where are you going to go(which country are you going to visit)?
5. When are you planning to go on vacation?
6. What are you going to do on vacation?

7. Where are you going to stay?

(Hynes& Baichman, 1989)
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Visiting San Francisco

San Francisco is one ofthe most beautiful cities in the U.S. It is in the northern part of
California. It is very popular among tourists. It has afamous Bridge called the Golden
Gate bridge. This bridge is over a mile long. San Francisco is famousfor its cable cars.
Chinatown is one ofits popular tourist attractions.
Questions
Is San Francisco in Cahfomia?

Is it the biggest city in California?
What is San Francisco famous for?

(Elbaum & Peman, 1989)
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Chicago

The next letter is written by Sofia. Now she is visiting Chicago,she wrote aletter to her
family saying how much she enjoys staying there.

Dear Family,

I really love being in Chicago. There are so many interesting things to see and do.
There are ethnic restaurants with foodsfrom many different countries. There are a lot

oftheaters with the latest movies and plays. There are good museums and concert halls.
There are many neighborhood fairs in the summer.

There are parades all year around. There is always something interesting going
on. There are very few boring moments.

There is a subway and an elevated train here, so transportation is fast and
convenient. Sometimes there are musicians in the train stations or on the street. But

there are a lot ofpickpockets,so I have to be careful with my purse.
The weather is another thing I don't like. There's a lot ofwind all the time, and in

the winterthere are very few sunny days. ButI am having a good time here with my
friends.

I hope you can visit Chicago sometime soon. I am sure you also will have a good
time.

Love,
Sofia
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Chicago

Questions for understanding

Example: Chicago/ an interesting city
A: Is Chicago an interesting city?
B: Yes,it is.

1. Chicago/the third largest city in the U.S.
2. It/the largest city in Illinois
3. It/ not the capital ofIllinois
4. It/ near Lake Michigan

5. What/the tourist attractions in Chicago
6. What/ you see in summer

7. WTiat/ all year round

8.What/transportation in Chicago
9. WTiere/pickpocket
10. It/ yery cold in the winter

11. It/very windy at times

(Elbaum &Peman,1989)
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San Francisco Trip

Carmel, Monterey and I7.Mile Drive Tour.
Drive down me coast pastspecacuiar visas and pic-

OPTIONAL EXCURSION

Yosemite NadonaJ Park. This full-day motor

airesque cowns..Features stops in Old Monterey.

coach/rjil tour features a narrated tour of the ,

Cinne.'y Row,die Monterey Bay Aquanum and a
•hcppinf stop in Cormel. Motor along 17-Mi!e Dnve
wfth views ofSeal Rocks and C/press Point. Daily:

and the majesdc Half Dome. El Capian and breath
□king Yosemite Falls. Daily: 15-1/2 hours. (Meals

i I houn.(Meals not included.)

not indudsd.)

Yosemite Valley, the gold rush town of Mariposa

Chinatown Dinner and San Francisco-^Sy-

Ofn/ng Nats for Options with Meals: Tnere may

Night Tour.Start your evening wth an outsnnding
authentic Giinese dinner,.'oliow^ by a guided waik
ing tour of Cninacown.and ending with a specacjiar

be set menus for partidpadng resaurants.
Sightseeing Note: Ched< far exact dates and dmes

i\

of cperadon of sightseeing tours: dates and dmes

night tour of the dcy! Nigndy:4 hours.

are subject to change without nodce.

Dinner at Tarantino's. Enjoy excellent seafood
and impecafale ser/ice at this landmarx Rshenran's

Whariwacerfhanc resnurant Open nighdy.
1

gHyjSv'fTya

gmyggBwDQ

Departures

i Hotel Bedford

■

?. ' ;■

I Ramada Inn

01/01-03/31

Car

Francisco

•OA/or-in/31

11/01 -12/31

132

152

01/01-04/30

•

135

•

139
: 146

05/01-10/31

01/01-03/31

159
-j

Fisherman's Wharf

j

372

616

55

331

632

394

654

57
61

61

. ■ ■274 ■
284

^->286.:,:-:

50

167

397

659

173

198

oil

459

767

77

172

. .293

406

675

. 64

488

819

8A

300

41 5

165

6n

135

313 /■

691

433

723

70

212

7J
3'?
d

- 384

527

888

94

173

■ 303

419

698

67

1 on

314

435

725

71

.. •- .304^

421

702

451

755

.427

. 'T2

69

488

819

84

01/01-04/30

153

11/01-12/31 . .
05/01-10/31 ■

T 6o

1

-

01,''01-03/31
04,01-0A/14

06/16-08/31
11/16-12.^1
OA/15-06/15

^

179
1 9ai,

327

132

309 r.:

213

354

210

■ 351

162

:

■ 193
190

■

; -05. ,

225

220

240

' ■ 246

266

-Iw are per person, bised pri double

price pe.rcarI

.

1 74

09/01-11/15

.01/01-12/31

■-

i

159 ; -.-.

11/01-12/31. .

;

54

632

354

01/01-03/3]

Westin St Francis

606

">13

0^,-0 ■ -10/3 I: 1

Inter-Cdntinentai

533

366

176

n/T6-12/3.1v

Mark Hopkins .

774,

263

193

OA/01-11/15

.

Week

353
381

156'

01/01-03/31

The Tuscan Inn

Experience

04/01-10/31

11/01-12/31 •
06/01 -10/11

Holiday Inn
Union Square

Francisco

01/01-03/33

. 04/01-05/31

Warwick Regis

San

Francisco

147 .

. 152 . .

11/01-12/31

San

155

ri/01-!2/31

Sheraton

Invitation

i53' --

1 Rarnada

i Fisherman's Wharf

Francisco ;

Sights
145
159

i Souare

I Holiday Inn

San

125
139

01/01-03/31
Oa/Oi,iV37

Fisherman's Wharf

San

Caper

01/01-12.^31

' At Union Souare

' Handlery Union

iBflBBSfl

Cable

.

67
1

75

483

311

83

513

. 863

90

;3?6

543

.916

98

1 ■ ■ 434 \- i

■594

1005

in

1irates are avauable on request. Pr.ces include applicable a,.tes and zrscuides.

2-0ays

3-DAYS

4.0AYS

. 1/1-7/14

EXTRA day!

71

107

143

7/15.3/24

36

86

129

171

43

8/2S.|i'!?

71

107

i2/20-l!;]V

143

36

36

129

171

43

'O'* -ef^^iiz-PSridas! 3-- T^rrns led Candicions for decaiis and reschcTions.
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San Francisco Trip

9

^125
INCLUDED HIGHLIGHTS - ITS YOUR
CHOiCHl

Continental
Airlines

Custom-plan your SuperGdes San Frandscp vaca
tion with fabulous activities, dining and aitenain
mend For the ultimate vaation ease, you can even
make your selections after you arrive in fabulous San

Fr^dsco - it's as easy as A3,C
CATEGORY A - SIGHTSEEING VIEWS

Muir Woods,Marin County,Giant Redwood
Trees and Golden Gate Bridge,journey up

U

north dircugh breatiicaking visas to Muir Woods
National Monumenc Indudes a brief stop in colcriul
Sausaiito. Daily; 3-1/2 hours.

Foilcw your hean to febulous San Frandsco! Ride a

San Francisco City Toiir.Sea die sights from die
Bay Bridge 03 the Golden Gate Bridge.Indudes

.ibied able qt,take in die husde and busde on

scops at Twin Peaks,^sq Point, QfF House;Seal

Ftshenrianf^/Vharf,die eie^ce ofNob Hill, the

Rocks and Japanese Tea Garden.Daily; 3-1/2 hours.
Chinatown and San Francisco-By-Nlghc This

axocic sounds and smeils cf Giinaawn,die majesty
or die Red'Woods up north,Wne Country and so

tour features a guided tour of mis world-famous

much more.For a quick visit or longer geaway,07
SuperCdes* SUP5R'sAN FRAiNGiSCQ!

Orienoi communiry,and ends up with 1scop at
Treasure Island for a panoramic view Of the dcy.

^NIGHIl£CABCECARQU>Bl^'

Daily; 3 hours.(Dinner notinduded.)
San Francisco Bay Cruise. Enjoy the bestviews cf

■ 2 nighc hots! acccmmodadcns!
Extra nignc available.

the dryfrom die vvacer. This relaxing narrated Bay
tour cruises under the Golden Gate and Say bridges,
and passes Alad^ Angel and Treasure islands.

■ I-day"Hop-on,Hop^aif"able car passi

Daily; 1 !/4nrs.
CATEGORY 3- CITY SIGHTSEEING TOURS

■ 2 nights,hotel accommodaccnsl
Extra nights available.
1 I choice mom Catago^ A!

Deluxe City Tour and Bay Cruise. Tnis compre

to QiTer! Highlights include die Gty Tour sights listed
in,Categ07 A,pius a auise on die dazzling Bay.
Daily; S hours.(Lunch notinduded.)
,

Lunch Cruise on the Monte Carlo. Savor the

dry sights and 'dews as you dine in style on this lux
ury excursion ship. Daily; 2 hours.

Muir Woods, Sausaiito and Bay Cruise. Cross

the Golden Gaa Bridge fior 1visit to the towering
redwoods of Muir Woods. Scop In Sausaiito before
boarding your cruisa ship for 1namced San Frandsco

Bay cruise. Daily; 3 hrs. (Lundi not induded.)
CATEGORY C - DINING AT PIER 39

Choose from five outstanding resaurants on
Pier 39, f^ous for superb specialty shops,
entertainment and beautiful bay viewsi

Old Swiss House (lunch); Dante's Secfcod Qi3 (lunch);
Cnic's Place (lunch or dinner); Swiss Louis (lunch); Pier
Market Resojurcnt (lunch).
CATEGORY D - COMPREHENSIVE AREA
SIGHTSEEING TOURS / DINING

Evening Around the Say with Dinner in
Sausaiito Enjoy a 30-minuca ferryboat ride across
San Frandsco pAy to Sausaiito. Afcar dinner at a

Frandsco across the Golden Gate Bridge and enjoy
the sights and sounds of the downtown area at night.
End die evening on Nob Hill while you enjoy a cockoil at one of San Frandsco's best sicyview lounges.
Nightly, Apr. thru Occ selea nights Nov. thru
Man S houn.

Lunch at Tarandno's. Enjoy a seafood lunch Irom
a spedal menu at dils world-famous Rsherman's.

2 4 nights hotel accommodadons!
Extra nights ayaiiable.
a I choice each from Cac. A,3,C and 0! .

tour from Categbry A plus cruise to and tour die
infamous prison island of Aatraz. Daily; 7 hours,
(lunch not induded.)

dcd<side resaursnt, mocorcoach back to San

& LUNCH pAVORITESI

her.sive tour shows you the best San Francisco has
■ 3 nights hotel accommodadons!
Exra nights available.
. I I choice each irom Gts.A,3 and C!

USAir
City Tour and Cruise to Aicatra£ Indudes dry

'VVharilandmark restaurant. Open daily.

Napa Vailey Wine Country Tour. Enjoy a gold
en day in die beautiful countryside of Napa and

Sonorna Valleys. Indudes scops at two of Northern
Callfomia's most celebrated

wineries. Daily; 9 hours.
(Meals not included.)
Griifc
•T8av St

I Znighc hctel accommcdacicns!
Exc~ nights available. .

Square

1 Ramada Inn ac Union S^'jars
2 Hotel Sedferd
3 Tuscan Inn

Z 1 choice each from Cats. A and 3!

9 '2 choices each from Gas.G and 01 ,

;>rW

m

Bfoadvravi;

-ft-

ii:

^[.Lafayette

m

.^^Squoref

■nc

Opdonal transfers between
airport and hotel are available

» g.^rancfown

4 Handlery Union Square
5 Holiday Inn
fisherman's Wharf

6 Warwick Regis
7 Ramada

fisherman's Wharf
Gear^ (2:

^6)

KJCV

a;

-CM^
Modem

3 Holiday Inn Union Square
9

Sheraton

fisherman's Wharf
10 Wesdn Sc Frands
Convenfion
Cenfer

11 Mark Hopkins
lntsr4^antinentaJ

An - -j
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M
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T
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T
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8

14

15

16

3

4

10

11

17

18

19 20 21

22 23

24 25

26 27 28

29 30

31

Examples of questions to ask:

Have you got any plans?

What are you doing...?

Have you made any plans yet?

Are you doing anything...?

Have you got anything in mind?

Have you got anything planned for...?

What are you planning to do?

Have you made any plans for...?
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It's May 20. Tom is talking to a jBiend he meets in the street.

Friend;Ihear you're making some great plans for the summer.

Tom: Yes. I'm moving to Los Angeles where my sister Mary lives. I'm starting
graduate school at UCLA on June 21.

Friend: That's wonderful. Congratulations! Are you flying otit or driving?
Tom:

I'm driving. I'll need my Car put there for school

Friend: When are you leaving?

Tom:

As soon as possible. I am thitiking probably it is going to be on June 9. The
movers are coming today to give me an estimate.

Friend: Do yoU have a place to stay out there already?
Tom; Yes. I'm staying with my sister until my apartment is available on the 17th.

Friend: Well,I wish you the best ofluck, Tom. Be Sure to keep in touch.
Tom:

Thanks. You'll have to come out and visit me sometime.
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Vocabulary

1. When someone graduates, gets married, has a baby,find a newjob, etc., we often say
congratulations to that person.

2. He's getting an estimate for the move. The movers are going to tell him what they
think it will cost.

3. When you transfer, you change to a different school.

4. She's working on a few projects. She's painting her house and making curtains.
5. Ifyou quit yourjob, you leave it.

6. When you get a promotion,you move to a better position where you work.

Grammar note: Sometimes the present continuous tense is used when people talk about

plans for important events in the near future. The idea is future(within a short period of
time), but We use the present continuous tense.
Example: What are you doing this weekend?
I'm taking my sister to the movies this weekend.

(Elbaum &Peman, 1989)
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; 6-3

Example:take a vacation this summer(what...do)
A: Is Tom taking a vacation this summer?
B: No,he isn't.

A:What is he doing?
B:He's going to graduate school.

1. Tom /leave for Los Angeles in May(when)

2. he/ drive out to California(why)
3. he / move his furniture himself(who)

4. the movers/come before June 9(when)

5. he/get ajob in Los Angeles(why...go)

6. he/ move into his new apartment on June 14(when)

(Elbaum &Peman, 1989)
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6-4

Example: move this semester(where)(when)
A: Are you moving this semester?
B: Yes,I am.

A:Where are you moving?
B: Closer to school.

A:When are you moving?
B:I'm moving next month.

1. go back to your country(when...leave)
2. go out oftown(where)(when)
3. move soon(where)(when)

4. come back to this school next semester(why)
5. transfer to another school(where)(why)
6. go to summer school(where)(what...take)
7. buy a car soon(why)
8. get married(when)

9. get a newjob(when)(why)(where)

(Elbaum & Peman. 1989)
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Example: What are doing this weekend?

go out oftown(where)(why)
A: Are you going out oftown?
B: Yes,I am.

A:Where are you going?
B:I'm going to New York.

A:Why are you going there?
B;To visit some friends.

1. go out oftown(when...leave)(where)10. work on a special project(what)

2. have a party(when)(who...invite)

11. do your laundry(where)(when)

3. goto a party(where)(when)

12.go to church(when)(where)

4. visit friends(who)(when)

5 B.Work overtime

(why)(how long)

5. someone/visit you(who)(when)

6. eat out(where)(who...go with)
7. go to a concert(what convert)(when)
8. go to the movies(when)

9. rent a movie(what)

(Elbaum &Peman,1989)
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6-6

Assessment Sheet

Ask an adult about his or her plans for the immediate future.
Example: move this year(when)
A:Are you moving this year?
B:Yes,I am.

A:When are you moving?
B:Next October.

1. move(when)(where)(why)

2. go out oftown(when)(where)

3. have a party soon(when)(why)
4. take a vacation(where...go)
5. retire this year(why)(when)
6. quit yourjob(why)

7. go to my country(when)

8. get a promotion(what kind)
9. get another degree(what)(when)

10. teach summer school(why)(what courses)

11. change careers soon(why)(what...plan) (Elbaum &Peman,1989)
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Getting Around

There are three

getftona city to city without a car. In some places, you

can take Amtrak,the national passenger rail service. Or you can take a bus: Greyhound
and Trailways are the largestlong distance coach companies,and both ofthem offer

monthly passes. And,ofcourse, you can fly. There are dozens ofairlines, both regional
and na^tional. Trices are notregulated,so airlines can make special offersthat are

sometimes cheaper than the train. There are also shuttle and commuterflights between
some major cities that are close to each other.

Getting around a city on public transportation is generally not as easy as it is in
most other countries, but it is possible. Only afew cities have sub

ways but mosttowns of50,000 or more have some kind ofcity bus service.

Ifyou can't get where you wantto by bus or subway,you can always take a cab.

Although taxis are expensive,they are convenient. In many cities it is almost impossible
to stop a cab on the street. It's easier to call a taxi company listed in the Yellow Pages
and ask them to send a cab to your door. The meter will show the amount you have to
pay- The driver will usually expect a tip ofat least 10%. In New York,cabs are
everywhere on the streets, and cabbies expect a tip of15%.
■

(Church& Moss, 1983) .
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This woman is at a ticket window in New York's Grand Central Station.
Clerk: Can I help you?

Jenny: Yes,I'd like some information about trains to Chicago.
Clerk: Okay. What would you like to know?

Jenny: Well,how many are there per day?

Clerk: One via Pittsburgh leaving at 2:45 pm.and one via Buffalo at 6:45 mp.
Jenny: How long does it take to get there?

Clerk. The Broadway—that'sthe one that goesthrough Pittsburgh—takes about eighteen
hours, but the Lake Shore takes a little longer.
Jenny: I see...What about eating and sleeping arrangements?

Clerk: Both trains have dining cars and snack bars. And there are roomettes and slumber
coaches on both ofthem.

Jeimy: Well,uh, what are roomettes and slumber coaches?

Clerk: They both sleep one ortwo people,but the roomette has a toilet and wash basin. It
costs more,too. Are you ready to make a reservation?

Jenny: Uh,no,I haven't decided yet.

Clerk: Well,here's a copy ofthe timetable. Why don't you take a look at it and let me
know when you've decided. ..

(Church & Moss, 1983)
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v7-3 /

A Man Is Calling a Travel Agency.

Agent: Johnson's Travel Can I help you?

Herb: Yes,I'd like some information about the special plane fares to New York Iread
about in your ad.

Agent: Okay,when'll you be going and how long do you plan to stay?
Herb: Well,I'd like to leave three weeksfrom Friday and stay about two weeks.
Agent. Then you qualify for our two-week advance purchase excursion fare. That's $422

ifyou leave Fridaythrough Sunday,and cheaper during the week.
Herb.I^essI could leave Thursday afternoon. Are there any other restrictions?
Agent: There's a minimum required stay ofeight days.
Herb. Well,that's no problem. Can I get my ticket now?

Agent: Yes. Ifyou bring someform ofidentification with you,that'll be all right.
Herb: Okay,thanks. I'll be there in about an hour.
Agent: Thank you. Bye.

(Church & Moss, 1983)
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These are tirnetables oftrains froni New York to Chicago. Study them and the reference
marks before you choose the train that best suits your needs.
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(Church & Moss, 1983)
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Question:

You want to go from New York to Chicago by train and you like to travel in style. You

can'tleave until 5:00 p.m.on Monday,and you have to be there by 10:30 Wednesday
morning. Decide which train you'd like to take.

(Church & Moss, 1983)
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7-5

Study this advertisement

CAB

CO

24 HOUR SERVICE

•CLEAM•SAFE•PROMPT•METEHED TAXICABS
A«R CONOITIONEO TOURS•ASK A80UT OlSCOUNT RATES
JUMPER SERVICE•OELIVERIES•BUSINESS ACCOUNTS^

B256-5400B
•

10120 E.8URNSI0S ST.

Answer the questions

1. ^^at are this cab company's hours ofoperation?

2. Do the cabs have meters,or do you and the driyer haveto settle on a price?
3. Can you request an air-conditioned cab?

4. Doe$ this company offer discounts on some trips?

5,Ifyou wantto have a packagedelivered,can you ciall this corhpany?
6^ Yoiir car has a dead battery. Can you call a cafftohelp you get it started?
7. Yc)u workfor a company that has a branch office here. Mightth^
with thiscab company? Ifthey do,what doesthat meanfor^^^^^
8. Does this company take credit cards? Which ones?
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More Helpfial Things To Know about Transportation in the City.

There are several waysto pay for bustransportation in the city. In some cities,

you drop your moneyinto the fare box. In others, you buy tickets before you get on the
bus. In some you can buy a special passto be used for the day,week,or month. And in

some you buy tokens, which look something like coins, and you use them to get on the
bus orenterthe subway. Subwaysin cities are known by different names. In Boston,the

system is the MTA,sometimes called"the T." Washington,D.C.,has a new subway they
call the Metro,and the San Francisco Bay Area's system is BART~Bay Area Rapid
transit. In New York,it's the subway,but people often say the name ofthe line, e.g.,,the
■'^^®hue. And in Chicago, the tracks are partly underground and partly elevated, and
people call the system "the el."

The Amtrak timetable is small enough to carry in your purse. Ask for one at a
travel agent's or a train station—it's free. You can charge your Amtrak tickets to a credit
card.

Shuttle flights leave New York from LaGuardia Airport. Generally, shuttles to
and from these and other cities depart once an hour frommorning until 9"00 or so at
night. You don't need a reservation and you can buy your ticket on board.

(Church & Moss, 1983)
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Questions for understanding:
1. How can you pay for the buses?

2. What is the subway system inBoston called?

3. What is the subway systemin Washington, D. C. called?
4. What is the subway systemin San Francisco called?
5. How about in Chicago?
6. Where can you get timetable for Amtrack?

7. How often can you get on shuttle bus?
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Assessment Sheet

Some cities are more expensive to live in than others. How expensive is the city you

in now? Together,fill in column 1 ofthe chart with the prices in this city ortown.
How much

in this

in my

in

in

is —^

city

hometown _____

a bus ride

a liter ofgas
a movie ticket

a pair ofjeans
a pack of
cigarettes
dinner in a

good restaurant

Useful language:Making a comparison.
How much is

in

?

A—

is cheaper in

than in

•A .

is more/less expensive in

A

costs the same in

than in

as in ______
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Here are indexes from two New York City papers—the Village Voice, a weekly, and the

New York Times,a daily. Usually, you can find the index,or table ofcontents, on the
front page ofthe newspaper.

A daily newspaperis a good place to look for radio and TV schedules, ahd adsfor

movies and concerts. Some newspapers have lists ofother events,too-football,soccer
and baseballgames,or bike rides and nature hikes organized by the local parks

department,for example. Butsome daily papers list only afew ofthese events^ so you

should also pick up a copy ofthe weekly paper that most cities have,orthe university
paperifyou're in a college town. These papers usually have more completelistings of
what'shappening around town.

In addition to newspapers,hotels are good places to getinformation. Some have

calendars ofevents they give free to their guests,and the clerks willusually help yolifind
out what sights there are to see. Ifyou're driving across the country or through a city, you

can also check the billboards you'll see along the roads. They advertise not only products
but also coming events and sights to see.
(Clturch&Moss, 1983)
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8-2 Spending A Day in Washington, D. C.
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Check the 5 sights you would mostlike to see and why.
Museums

Monuments

Museum OfAmerican

_

History
Natural History Museum

_

The Washington
Monument
The Lincoln
Memorial

Air and Space Museum

The Jefferson
Memorial
Other attractions

Government Buildings
The White House

National Portrait

The Capitol

Botanic Gardens

Supreme Court

The John F. Kennedy

Gallary

Center

Useful language:
I'd like to see

because
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8-3 New York Map
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■ 9-1

With a partner, practice expressing an opinion and then agreeing with it. You can add an

intensifier or a statement after the agreement phrase to make it stronger and clearer if
you'd like. You can also make your agreement reluctant ifyou care to.
Example:spring

A:Personally,I think spring is the most beautiful time ofyearin Washington.
B:I definitely agree! It really is beautiful.
1. Horror movies
A:
B:

■

2. Traveling by bus

3. Shopping
4. Summer vacations
5. Historical museums

(Wall, 1987)
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■ 9-2.

Here are some opinions. Disagreeing with theih in two ways. First, very directly, and

then, by softening the disagreement and making it more direct. Don't worry if you are
not familiar with all the places mentioned. You don't need to know them to be able to
make appropriate kinds ofdisagreements.

Example:Don't you think we should go to Venice Beach this Sunday?

Direct: You must bejoking! Ithink there are too many strange people there!

Indirect.I can t agree with you. I think it would be too many people on Sunday.
1.1 think the White House is the place you should definitely visit while you are in
Washington,D.C.

2.1 think that air fair should belowered to at least 20%offofits present prices.
3.Personally,I think traveling by ship is the most comfortable way ofspending time.

4. That trip to France wasthe most wonderful experience we've had last year.
5.In my opinion,Disney World is the best Vacation spot in the United States.
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9-3

Choose partners and take roles, completing the dialogs appropriately. Consider the

relationship between the speakers and the setting as you choose ways ofagreeing and

disagreeing. When you finish, change roles and complete the dialogs alittle differently.
1. Julio and Alice are husband wife, discussing their summer vacation.
Alice;

,

Julio:Idon't agree,honey. I think Florida would be too hotthattime of year.
Alice:

Juho: That's true, butremember,we wentthere two years ago,and it rained four out of
six days.
Alice:

Julio: Now that's a good idea! I'll have our travel agentlook into it.

(Wall, 1987)
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/ 9-3

2. Harvey and Steve are friends driving home together after seeing a rock concert.
Harvey;

Steve:Ithoughtthey were terrible! That wasthe worst concert I've been to in along
time! ■

Harvey:

Steve:I'm glad you agree. What did you think aboutthe first singer?
Harvey:

Steve:How can you say that? I could understand every word .she.sangI

(Wall, 1987)
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9-4

.

Assessment Sheet

Choose a partner,take roles,and then act outthefollowing dialogues,using appropriate
tone ofvoice and gestures. Afterward,discussthe dialogue and the questions that follow

Alicia; 1think this hotelis the most gorgeous hotelI've ever seen. And they've
decorated it so nicely, don't you think?

Naomi:Well,I do like the hotel, but personally,I hate the way they've
decorated it. And I don't like the colors at all.

Alicia. Are you kidding? The pink and bluelook gorgeoustogether!
Naomi:I'm sorry, Alicia, but itjust doesn't appeal to me. And I don't like that kind of
furniture. Ilike more modem things.

Alicia: Well,I couldn't agree less! I think it's all lovely!
Questions for understanding:

1. What clue in Alicia's first commentlets you know that she's hoping Naomi agrees
with her opinion?

2.Does Naomi agree with any ofAlicia's opinions? Ifso. Which one(s)?
3. Change the dialogue SO that Naomi agrees with everything Alicia says.
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10-1

Discussing pros

I think it'll be good because...
It will create good...

.

I feel it would benefit mein that I

I think that is a very compelling reason to.
Discussing cons
It's a bad idea because...
It

It would probably take away from my...

I think it will bring a bad consequence because.
Questions: What do you think about...
1)traveling by air

2)traveling by ship
3)traveling by bus
4)traveling by car

5)traveling by train
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10-2

Discussing Pros And Cons
Example: Trip to beach
Pro

Con

swimming

too many people

good for tan

its too hot

Can see people in swimsuit

might get lost

Seashore restaurants

parking fee is high
food is expensive
long drive to beach

1. Disneyland
2. Sea world
3. Picnic

4. Mountain climbing
5. Cruising
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;

.lo-s'-;'- :. . -V■ ■

Doug and Hans are classmates.

Doug: I'm considering takingDr. Nicholas's psychology class.
Hans:Ihad his class before.

Doug: How was it?

Hans: He is a good teacher (Pro).

Make a pair, and give bothpros and cons about the following topics.
1. A place you went lately
2. A movie that you recently saw
3. Visiting your hometown

4. Restaurant that you recently dined
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Assessment Sheet

Lloyd and Ameed are co-workers at the High Quality Broadcasting company. Recently
the company organized a trip to New York for its employees and Lloyd and Ameed

joined the trip. They are on their way to go to New York on a plane and they are talking
about the new company rule which prohibits smoking in the office.

Lloyd: Ameed,what do you think aboutthe new company rule prohibiting
smoking in the office building?

Ameed.Personally,Lloyd,I'm greatly in favor ofit. It's very annoying—notto mention

unhealthful—for me to be in our small room,trying to work,with four people puffing on
cancer sticks around me.

Lloyd: Oh~I'm in total agreement with you! I absolutely detest having to sit
next to smokers,but I wonder how the office smokers are going to take it? I feel kind of
sorry for them.

Ameed:I don't at all! They're going to have a smoking lounge,so ifthey

have to smoke,they can go there or outside. That's more than enough for them.
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10-4

Questions:

1. What are Ameed's and Lloyd's opinions about smokers and about the new office
policy?

2. What are they in disagreement about?

3. Change the dialogue so that the two men disagree strongly with each other on the
subject.
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11-1

A trip to _______ with ________ on

Item

Price

transpnrfatinn/snhwayV

______

Total

161

11-2

■■

A trip to
to

.

with

.

■

.

Item

Price

Transpnrfatinn

_______

Accommndatinn

Meals
A mnvift tir.lfpt

Miisenm fpp

A hiis ridft

CInthing
Snacks
Miscellanemis

Presents
Total
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from_

11-3

Alice; Honey,do you remember the vacation plans we madefor this
summer?

John: Yeah. We will go on Caribbean cruise for a week,right?

Alice: Yeah. I need to talk to you aboutthe package the travel agent offered to us. They
said it would be $2,000 for each ofusincluding round trip airfare and mealsfor a whole

week. ButIfound outthat it is a little bit over our budget plans. Since we bought a new
car this month,we really need to adjust our budgetifwe are still going on a trip this
summer vacation. I was thinking maybe we can change it to a travel package which is

less expensive. They won't have all ofthe same features as the other one offered,but I'm
sure you'll still like it.

John: OK. Sure. Let's go for that.

Questions for understanding:
1. Where are Alice and John going this summer?
2. How long willthey be gone for a vacation?

3. What is included in the package?
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Useful Language:

How much did you spend for
I paid $____ for.

'

Then,I could have,

I bought.

7
at _____

,but I should have.

instead.

from.

. Then,I could have.

for

instead.
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., but I should have

11-5

Word Search

Gircle each ofthese wordsin the box below. These are the things you need to bring when
you go traveling.

camera

umbrella

purse

clothes

towels

film

pajama

shaver

underwear jacket

medicine sun glasses
S R H R C A M E RAO
S A L G N U S
MR D Z C L O T HE S

B S E S

E A UP A J A M A C H
D E T M S W A E L T A
I W EC B W S C S MV
C R R M A R E L KD E
IE G A U M E A ME R
ND E P Y W E L T A T
E N N S O P I R LEO
I U T

T V F

Q

N
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A A R

maps
sweater

11-6

Assessment Sheet

My monthly expenses

rent $

insurance $ '

—.

groceries $.

■■—.

Others (movies, cloth)

utilities $

$__

phone hill %

Money you save every month

It will take - .

$

. month(s) for me to save the money to go to

New Orleans.

Iwant to bring $_—

withme whenIgo to New Orleans.
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12-1

How do you go about iBnding a place to stay? Well, plenty ofhotels advertise at

airports. Ifyou arrive by train or car, probably the best thing to do is look in the Yellow
Pages under Hotel,Motel, or Lodging. You can start by comparing the services offered

in their ads. In any case, you'll have to call them and see ifthey have the kind ofroom
you're looking for.

Places to stay may be called hotels, motels or motor hotels,inns,lodges or resorts.

These are all similar. Motels have plenty ofparking space and are usually near afreeway
or highway. Inns are usually like motels. Lodges and resorts, or resort hotels, are in the
mountains on the coast, or near lakes.

Beds—that'sright, beds—also go by many different names. Starting with the

smallest,there are single,twin,double,queen and king size ones. "Lodging boys" arefor
exceptionally tall people. Atsome hotels, queen beds are the smallest size used,so a
double room hastwo ofthem. Some hotels even offer their guests waterbeds. A
rollaway can be moved into a room to sleep an extra person. Hide-a-beds are sofas that
fold out to make beds.

(Church & Moss, 1983)
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At The Reception Desk ofA Hotel.

Clerk; Hi! Can I help you?

Martin: Yes, do you have a suite available this weekend,something with a living area and
a kitchenette?

Clerk: Well,the only one that's available this weekend is the executive suite, and that'll
run you $140a night.

Martin: I see. That's pretty high...

Clerk: Sir,this double is more than twenty feet square, and it has a refrigerator.
Martin: Oh,really? That sounds frne,then. What do you say, Sally?
Sally: Sounds gbbd to me,too.

Clerk: Good,the double then. Do you have a credit card, sir?
Martin: No,111 be paying cash.

Clerk: Then I'll have to ask you to pay in advance; Fifty-frve a night, plus $8 tax comes

to $126. And would you frll out this registration form,please? Here's a pen. Just your
name,address, and the make and license number ofyour car, Martin: OK...here you are.
And travelers checks for $130.

Clerk: Fine, Mr.Baum. Here's$4 change. Check-out time is 12:00 noon. Your room is
615. The bellman will take you up. Ifyou need anything,let me know.
Martin/Sally: Thank you. Good night.
(Church & Moss, 1983)
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12-2

Questionsfor Understanding;

1. Describe the room the Baums have gotten.
2. Is there a stove in it?

3. Why don't they rent a suite?

4. Why do they have to pay in advance?
5. What information does the clerk want from Martin?
6. When do guests have to check out ofthe hotel?
7. Who is going to show the Baums to their room?
8. What's their room number?

9. How does Martin pay for the room?

10. What should the Baums do ifthey need something?
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12-3

': ,

Martin is calling the front desk from his room because there are a couple ofthings wrong.
Clerk: Front desk.

Martin: Hello. This is Martin Baum. The bathroom light in my room doesn't work.
Gould you have somebody come up and take alook at it, please?

Clerk: Oh,ofcourse, Mr.Baum. Whatroom number wasthat, please?
Martin: Room 615.

Clerk: Okay,I'll have a man up there in a minute.

Martin: Fine. And another thing—I don't seem to have a room service menu Is there
one?

Clerk: Yes,there is. We have 24-hour room service. I'm sorry about that. I'll have a
service waiter bring you a menu up right away.
Martin: Thanks.

Clerk: Ifyou need anything else,just let me know.
Martin: I will. Good night.
Clerk: Good night.

(Church & Moss, 1983)
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12-3

Have students make pairs and answer the questions.
Tell exactly what Martin said when he

-complained about the bathroom light.

-asked the clerk to have someone look at the light,
-said he didn't have a room service menu.
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12-4

Take a look at the ad below and answet the questions

t A IC E.

T A' H O E

V-A T'T-TR/E StO'R r:A N'D- C A S'i"

The idealchoicefora winteradvent^^

ora v/arm-we^ergetaway...
The Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe is nestled amid the pines fe
on Lake Tahoe's breathtaking northshore.
Accdmmodatipns:A 458 rooms A 22suites

%

A Beachfront lakeside cottagesA Regency Club
Fadiitiesand Amenities: a White sand beach A Heated
Pool A Health Spa A Tennis

.Near-by horseback ridihg,

I hiking,golf,skiing

^Theperfe^^ar-round playgrouhd
ri

^ llsjiiidfamiliesi

Questions for understanding:

2.

3. What kind offacilities are available at the hotel?

4. What can people enjoy near the hotel?
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12-5
■

:

■

At a Reception Desk

Bill; We'd like to do some shopping this afternoon. Could you give us some
advice on where the best place to go might be?

Clerk: Sure. There's a gift shop here in the hotel, and a tobacco shop,and

we're in the business district, so you can reach the city's best stores onfoot. Did you
want to shop for clothing or what?

Kathy: Yes, we'd like to shop for both men's and women's clothes and
Shoes, and maybe cookware,too.

Clerk: All right, when you leave the hotel,turn left. You'll be heading south.
Two blocks down the street is a very nice department store called

Nordstrom's. Three blocks farther there are two shoe stores, and one block east there is a
cookware shop called Kitchen Kaboodle.

Bill. I'd also be interested in a bookstore, and a game or toy store.
Clerk: Hmm...there's a bookstore at the comer of8th and Silver Streets—

that's west ofNordstrom's. I'm not sure ifthey carry games or not. And there's an

inaport shop up the street a block from there. They might carry kitchen stuff,too. And

then you can always go outto Beaverton Mall. That's a shopping center about five miles
away.

Bill: Okay,thanks a lot.

,, (Church& Moss, 198B)
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' 1-2-5.
Assessment Sheet

Have students work on the following questions.
Tell exactly

-how Bill asked for advice on where to go shopping,
-how Kathy described what they would like to shop for.
-how Bill said he would be interested in a bookstore.
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